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City Is Staying Within Budget Says Report
Artificial Turf
For Stadium Not
Lost Yet Coach

Officers Elected
By Rescue Sauad

Plans For Paving and Repaving
Of City Streets Are Reported

The annual election of officers
for the Murray-Calloway County
Rescue Squad was held on
Tuesday at 8:30 at the Rescue
Squad house on North Fourth
Street.
Terry Mullins was named Chief
of the squad. Other officers
named are Jimmy Bogard
Assistant Chief, Barnard Steen
Hurt, two-nme president of the Captain of trucks, Jerry McCoy
Murray State Alumni Associa- secretary, Mike Lyon,treasurer,
tion, is expected to head a dele- Jr. Thorn and Edwin Jennings
gation of community leaders Lieutenant, Jerry McCoy and
and other supporters of the Mike Lyons Assistant Lieutenant,
University to call on Gov. Lo- Max Dowdy Captain of Watsr
uie B. Nunn soon to propose escue, Bob Hoke Assistant
pan,
the program.
r.
orn Chief
They will seek the governor's Engineer.
approval of the proposal and
The scitiquad has become inpermission for the University, creasingly active over the past
along with its alumni, friends several months and is well
and supporters to provide the equipped. The Squad does not
artificial turf with the provi- charge for its services, however
sion that the maj r pmticrn of is appreciative of any conthe funds needed be raised tributions any citizen or Murray Kiwanis Club President Tan Turner is presenting the
Welk's Corner playground equipthrough such a program.
ment in the Murray City Part to Mayor Holmes Ellis, Councilman Rex Alexander
organization might make.
is biding on.
Original plans for the facil- The squad has need of ad- Youngsters are already using the new swings, moonwalk
and rocking horses.
ity, expected to be completed ditional fire bose at the
present
In August, 1971, called for the time.
installation of an artificial turf
on the football playing field,
and the Monsanto Company, St.

The city is staying within its Prentice Lassiter reported on
budget, according to a report the status of paving in the city.
made last night by Councilman He made recommendations for
Roy Starks to the council.
the repaving of certain areas
Starks gave a report on the in the city, pointing out that
Last six months of the current they were the streets needing
fiscal year showing the rev- repaving the moot. They are
enues which the city has re- as follows:
ceived and what it expects to
Sharpe Street, 10th to 12th,
. .
receive in the next six months 20' x 943.
Installation of artificial turf in
The report also indicated what Olive, Near 17th,
the new academic-athletic facilhes been spent for the past South 17th., patch near Eli
ity at Murray State University
six months and what still re- Alexander, 20' x 302'.
Is not going to be given up as
mains in the budget to be ex- Catalina, 20' x 175'.
a lost cause—yet.
pended.
Lrvan near Vine, 20' x 150'.
At least, this was the conRevenue for the first six
Minerva-Audubon to Johnsensus at the weekly meeting
months of the year amounted ban,
x saiy,
_
of the Murray Rotary Club
to $260,867. The city expects
Magnolia, 23' x 205',
Thursday.
to receive $339,048 in the next North 14th., Hughes to 01- r
Invited to report on construcsix months. The largest a- ive, 20' x 493',
tion progress of the $5.2 milmount will be for property tax- South 13th., 13 x 123'.
lion complex, Murray State
es which will be due in the South 13th near Vine, 18' x
Football Coach Bill Furgerson
fall. This figure alone will be 138%
told the Rotenone:
$235,089.
South 3rd., South of Poplar,
"It will be a trying shame if
Starks' report showed that 25' x 230'.
this facility is constructed withthe expenditures for the first 'Farmer, 17th West, 20' x
out every possible effort being
six months amounted to $331,- TOO'.
made to make it complete and
526 which leaves $398,282 in
If funds permit, more of
modern in every way, including
the bastget to he exintasted durStreet -will, be paved,
the bistallati.`nr•-nitifseial
ing the next six months. ._
northward to Payne.
turf.
The city has borrowed $125,Lassiter urged that residents
"If
are going ternuraue
000 in. short term loans which on unpaved streets who desired
this postability any further," he
will be paid back when tax that their street be paved, to'
went on, we must do it now."
revenues begin to flow again get their money in to the city
lie emphasized this by ex(Continued ea PIMP
in the fall.
clerk as soon as possible.
plaining that construction work,
The report indicated- that I.
The city policy is that rail
started last October
is now
city has taken in $2905 m
Henry Towery, son of ilgr.
dents on each side of a street
nearing the point where the
the
Blalock
from
auto
city
stickers
than
-Coleman
Murray
he
of
Dick
Lee
Elvis
Funeral
and
Mrs. lace Towery of Calpay' one-third of the cost and
sprinkling system for a sodded
loway County received the Doc- Route Five became the ninth Home where friends may call. The Murray Kiwanis Club has been anticipated. "Revenues ex- the city pay one-third and all
football playing field soon will
Other
deaths
pected
the
Calloway
from
from
sticker
traffic
fatality
city
in
at
Cotraffic
acdonated
playground equipment
torate Of Business Administraintersections.
be ready for installation.
tion degree at the June gradua- unty for this year when he cidents since April 30 in Cal- and established "Kiddie's Cor- the first of the year were $91,Bids will be taken by AnFurgerson then proposed a
loway
County
have
500
actually
and
Thursday
died
been
the
has
three
city
at
p. se.
Dickie ner" in the Murray CIty Park,
tion at Florida State Univerfund-raising campaign designHarold
Elkins,
at the Baptiat Memorial Bei
Graydcrn Brice Official presentation of the already taken in $94,495.
sity.
(Coertimied on Page Ten)
ed -to sell the field by the
Thompson, Joe Richard Nance, donation was made to the
$1920 over anticipated revenMrs. M. M. (Olga D.) HampDr. Towery holds a B. S. de- pttal, Memphis, Tenn.
square yard" to Murray State ton, formerly of Calloway
Dick, age 45, was injured in Emmett Ervin Wallace, Miss Honorable Holmes Ellis, mayor, ue was also received from sale
gree from Murray State Univeralumni fans and friends.
of cemetery lots.
a one oar accident Saturday, Maze Joette Walker, Miss Mary
County, now of Benton Route
There will be 7,330 square five,succumbed this morning at sity and an M. B. A. degree July 4, about air p. m. He was Virginia Hamilton, and Bobbie and Rex Alexander, councilman,
The report, compiled by City
from Louisiana State Univeron July 7.
yards of area to be covered, he seven o'clock at
Clerk Stanford Andrus, indiBenton sity. and has served on the treated at the Murray-Callowey Jacque Marvin.
Swings, a moonwalk --and
said, and aoroisased that sup- Municipal Hospital. the
Her death higtrIcetttig Faculty at Murray County Hospital before being
cated that the city will end
porters of the university be
g horses were given, and
the year about even. There is
State. The Towerys will be mov- transferred to the Baptist Hosinvited to help provide the ar- followed an extended illness.
rected by the club members who
a possibility of some small surAn accumulative report of
tificial turf at the rate of $20 She was 65 years of age arid a ing from Tallahassee to Tam- pital. Hospital officials said he
Ian to continue developing the plus because
member of the Union Ridge pa where Dr. Towery will join suffered a laceration of the left
of more revenue intersectional traffic accidents:
per square yard.
area
adding
Dencnes
by
tor
being received in some areas for the current year through the
Rotary President Max B. Baptist Church. She was born the Marketing faculty at the ear and a fracture of the spine
mothers and further equipment. than
Also injured in the accident
had been anticipated. Also month of June.
October 11, 1904, in Knott County University of South Florida.
"Kiwanja
Club
members
of
was his brother-In-Law, James
the amount of funds from the
and her parents were the late Mr.
Murray
believe
they
are
building
Clayton Dowdy of Fort Sam
Murray Electric- System has not INTERSECTION
and Mrs. Rudy Braughn. The
ACCIDENT
Willie Knox Wells forrnefly of the citizens of tomorrow by as
Houston, Texas, and Murray
yet been determined. This
Hampton family resided in
FREQUENCY
Murray, died Thursday at 12:30 helping the youth of today in such amount will have a great
Route
One
He
received
a
conbear
Calloway County for many years
cussion and abrasions of the p.m. at the Outwood School and activities as this," Tom Turner, ing on how well the city fares
while her husband, Itev. Hamp15th &poplar
Springs.
Hospital,
Dawson
He
president,
said
letter
in
a
to
shoulder,
left
but was treated
for the year as a whole.
ton, served as pastor of the
15th
&Chestnut
was
72
years
age.
of
Ellis.
Mayor
and released from the local
Expenditures generally have
Sinking Springs and Hazel
The Murray State University
The deceased was the son of the Permission was secured from been -about half of that plan- 14th &Olive
hospital
after
treatment.
Baptist Chnrches. The WMS at Amateur Radio Club will begin
l2& Payne
The Kentucky State Police late Jesse D. Wells and Alice the City Council last fall for the ned and barring some unusual
Sinking Spring church is named a Code Class and Theory Ses9th &Poplar
club to work on this project.
said the car in which Dick and Stubblefield Wells.
circumstances,
the
expenditures
in her honor.
sion for General Class License,
16th & Glendale Rd.
He is survived by three
Dowdy were passengers was a
apparently will be as budgeted.
12th & Glendale Rd.
Mrs. Hampton is survived by Friday, July 10, 8:00 p. m and 1964 Dodge driven by their brothers, Trellis S. Wells of
The total budget amounted to
8th &Sharp
her husband, Rev. M. M. Hamp- esch Tuesday and Friday even- brother-in-law Virgil Lawrence Claxton, Ga., J. D. Wells of
$595,000.
Visitor at the City Council ton of Benton Route Five; three tig thereafter.
Dick of Murray Route One Lakeland, Fla., and Melvin Wells
In other action Councilman 2xid & Elm
meeting last night was Mark of sons, Conroad W. Hampton of
12 dr Story
Dick was reported not injured. of Greensboro, N. C.,sisteran-law
Little Rock, Arkansas. Mayor Sehleswig, Iowa, William C.
Gasses will be held in the
11th & Sycamore
State Police said the car was Mrs. Meador Wells of Atlanta,
Free Kittens
Ellis recognized Mark as a Hampton of Huntsville, Ala., and "Ham Shack" (old Kindergart- going west on
9th di Sycamore
the watershed Ga., and several cousins in
visitor. Mark is Roy Starks Ronald M. Hampton of Gatlin- en Building on Chestnut Street). road near Backusburg and turn- Murray and Calloway County. The funeral for W. Freeman
18th
&Main
kittens
Four
are free to persons
nephew.
burg, Tenn.; thirteen grand- Any person in the community ed on to Kentucky 1836 As the Funeral services will be held I Bill) Harris will be held for pets. For further information 7th & Elm
or university interested in ob- car turned,
6th &Main
children.
it ran off the road Sunday at three p.m. at the Saturday at ten a.m. at the call 436-5523.
A. B. Crass was in his regular Funeral services will be held taining a General Class License and turned over once. accord- chapel of the J. H. Churchill chapel of the J. H. Churchill
10 di Chestnut
place on the council last night. He Saturday at three p.m. at the is hinted to attend_
12& Poplar
ing to the State Police Dam- Fuoeral Home. Burial will bean Funeral Home with Rev. Leon
has been out awhile following his First Missionary Baptist Church,
4th & Poplar
age was reported to both sides the Murray Cemetery.
Penick officiating.
One cited
accident. Looked fine.
12 dr Sycamore
and the top of the car
Benton, with Rev. J. Frank
Serving as pallbearers will be
10th de Poplar
Car Fire
Dick was brought to the
Young and Rev. D. W. Billington
Sam Harris, Ed Thurmond, One person was cited for
Crepe Myrtle is in bloorn.
12th & Main
cal hospital by a Max H Churofficiating.
speeding
Kenneth
by
the
Shrine
Murray
Clark,
breakfast
Police
Robert
McCage,
6th & Johnson
gallbearers will be John Wood, The Murray Fire Department chill Funeral Home ambulance
Jr., Porter Holland, Dale Department on Thursday.
The stop sign at Keenland and SfeiThen
16th &Main
Baker,
Howard was called out Thursday at 2:20 who later transferred him to The monthly fellowship break- Cochran, Hillis Harris, and Lloyd
17th has been replaced.
14th &Hughes
Copeland, Jerome Cox, Bob p.m. to a car fire at 204 South 6th . Memphis, Tenn. The accident fast for. the Murray-Calloway Spiceland.
Street. The fuel pump on a car occurred about 12% miles west
12th & Mulberry
Cook, and Joe Adams.
Free Beagle
Interment
County
Shrine
held
will
Club
at
be
will
be
the
in
Murray
Good move; consolidation of the
12th & Chestnut
Interment will be in the owned by Everett Jones was of Murray, the state police said nine a.m. Instead of ten a.m. as Cemetery with the arrangements
The deceased had been emmental health facilities. This lot Sinking Springs Cemetery in blazing. CO2 was used to ex10th &Main
Harold
Griggs
has
a
by
white
the
Thursday.
J.
H. Churchill Funeral
The breakployed at the Carr Health listed on
which includes the old Buel Calloway County. with the tinguish the flames.
Beagle , female, to give away 9th dr Main
Building at Murray State uni- fast will be at the Holiday Inn on Home where friends may call.
Stroud home on Main, extends all arrangements by the -nn
7th &Main
1
free.
Anyone desiring this pet
Harris, age 76, died Thursday
versity for ten years. He was Sunday, July 12.
the way through to plive street. Funeral Home of Benton, where
6th & Poplar
at one a.m at the home of has may call 753-7719.
a member of the Coldwater
4th & Sycamore
friends may call after ail
nephew, Sam Harris, where he
Church of Christ and a veteran
Hello to Max Beale and a
5th &Main
today (Friday).
had
made his home for thirty
of World War IL He was born,
Meet Cancelled
good luck. Reports are that Max
16th & Ryan
years.
November 21, 1924, in GalloThe Murray Unit of the 17th &Hamilton
is doing fine after his attack. He
Survivors include two sisters, National Hairdressers and
way County.
is now at borne recuperating and
4th &Maple
Unito.d rms. Intersatioaal
Mrs. Plomer Murphy and Mrs. Cosmetologists has been canDick is survived by his wife
apparently is mending fine,
12th & Olive
Lloyd Spiceland, two brothers, celled for Monday evening,
Mrs. Hilda Mae Williams Dick
8th & Poplar
Jul
of Murray Route Five; mother, West Kentucky: Fair and not Hillis and Dwight Harris. and 13, due to the Murray-Callowa
Rue Overbey brings in the eighth
16th &Farmer
Mrs. Virgie Dick of Murray.° warm today. Clear and cool several nieces and nephews.
County Fair.
grade diploma of Ruble Williams
5 Points
Route One; one daughter. Miss tonight„gaturday partly cloudy
which he found while remodeling. Two vehicles were involved in a
2nd &Olive
Alpha
mid
today
High
Jane
warmer.
and
Murray
Dick
collision
of
affic
Thursday at 7:20
The diploma signifies that Mr.
7th da Poplar
Route
tonight
Five;
mid
Low
90s.
'80s
low
Eugene
three
to
sons,
a.m.
on Parks Drive, according
Williama satisfactorily com16th &Sycamore
Dick
of
Saturday
Fort
High
70s.
to
Lewis,
WashingNs
low
pleted the eighth grade in the to the report filed by the in4th &Mulberry
ton, Richard Lee Dick and Rs low to mid 90s.
Murray Public Schools. The vestigating officers of the
15th &Hughes
ger
Dale Dick of Murray Route
7th &Sycambre
diploma is dated May 12, 1922 and Murray Police Department.
Five; one granddaughter,'
Kentucky Lake Steeps
Renee Shawn Johnston of
KO'
Es signed by James H. Hut4th dr Chestnut
ly
Jean
elevations
as
Kentucky
Dick.
Lake
Some
2,000
persons
are ex- Icy, Graves' County, and Coy M. 15th & Main
Janson, Superintendent and Lois Providence, one of the drivers of
Other survivors are SiX sis- nieesured by Tennessee Valley pected to atheist the 31st anthe vehicles, is reported to have
Copeland, Marshall County, ex- 14th & Main
Waterfield, Teacher.
aagil
ters,
yesterday
'Mrs.
Authority
at
m.
7
a.
Edna
Frances
Jones
nual meeting of the West Ken- pire this, year. All three have 121 Hwy,
received an injury to the left arm,
& Clark
of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Al
with predictions to midnight tucky Rural Electric Cooperabeen nominated for me-elec- Sycamore & Meadow Lane
SAN ANTONIO — Airman ty Jo)
If any of the family desires to according to the police report.
Beard ann. Miss Mary tonight.
tive
to
be
held
Satutdry,
July
tion.
involved
were
Vehicles
a 1962 Jimmy Stevens Cathey, son Ella Dick
Main dr Industrial Rd.
pick up this diploma it's here at
357.6 fall 0 2 11, at the G. R. Miller farm
of Con
Mkt..
Wet Scott Fitzhugh
Plymouth Valiant driven by Miss of Mr. and Mrs. Thurston
Irvan & Sycamore
the office
337.5 fall 0.2 3 miles south of Mayfield on
Ferry
Eggners
mAnd.rienjame,satergot
s
y
teret)
Johnston, and a 1968 Chevrolet Furches of Route 7, stad
Directors will meet briefly Ent. to Tom's Pizza
357.6 fall 02 the Cuba Road (Ky. 303t.
Dowdy Kentucky HW
after the session to elect co- Main & Williams
Our wild Grapes are looking pickup owned by Tri-State Tree Murray, Ky., has received his of Murray Route One, and airs. Kentucky TW
301.8 fluctuate
Entertainment,
provided
Service and driven by Joseph F. first U. S. Mr Force duty Ernest
Operative officers for the corn- Doran Rd.& Holiday Dr
good. Many of them are ripe.
•- (Lillian Kate) West of
Mickey Cochran and his Blue
assigprnent after completing Germany;
Millgr
ioof Murray Route Six.
ing year. The meeting will close Olive & Broach
four brothe& RAY.
Rollers
said
the
Smith
Bros.
basic
training
at Lackland mond Earl
Police said the Johnston car
Ate at the Triangle Inn this
Dick of
sport, By United Press International Quartet, will begin at 10:10 with the awarding of door Ryan &Kentucky
prizes
3rd & Poplar
morning and got us some biscuits was traveling north on Parks AFB, Tex. The airmen. has Mich., Emus Henry silk Dr
a. in. followed by the tradiDrive. Miller was coming out been assigned to a wilt of troit, Mich., Virgit'and bonnie
ExUfided weather outlook for deal- barbecue luncheon
13th
& Poplar
and gravy and sausage.
The
Mayfield-baved
cooperaat
the Strategic Air Command Dick of
from Hale's Trailer 'CAI a
Keesda
ntucy:
ky Sunday through MOM.
Murray Route OM ru
tive, managed by John Edd 5th &Chestnut
at
Vandenberg
AFB,
Calif.,
Funeral services'. will be held
We particularly enjoyed break- pulled into the path of
A brief business session,con- Walker, is 'the third largest 4th di Olive
for trainink and duty as a Saturday at
Chances of thunderstorms sisting of reports by the
two p. m. at the
fast this morning since in ad- Johnston catl, the police report fire
presi- electrictal cooperative in Ken- 16th & 121 By-Pass
protection
specialist.
Airchapel of the Blalock-Coleman Monday afternoon through dent end general
dition to a good meal, we noticed said.
manager,
and tucky, is currently supplying 4th & Main
Cathay
man
is
a
.1968 gra- Funeral Home with
Damage to the Johnston car
Bro. John ruesday. Slightly warmer the election of three directors, 19,384 consumers in Graves, 8th & Sycamore
that a group of tourists had
duate of Calloway County
Calloway, Marshall and Car- 6th &Olive
purchased a Ledger & Times and ail on the right front fender and High School and attended Hoover officiating. Burial w,1' iunday through Tuesday Highs is scheduled after lunch.
be in the Brooks Chapel
. upper 80s and lower 90. Lows The terms of directors
to the truck on the left front
lisle -counties with lowcost 641 & Glendale
were reading it.
JefMurray State University.
tery with the arrangements
fonder.
mid 60. to low 70s.
Broach & Hamilton
frey Howard and Robert Col. TVA power

....I'm')

xs,

Henry Towery Is
A warded Doctora

45 Year Old Mánls
ead From

Mrs. Hampton Is
Claimed By Death

tyReceives
ew Eiuilment
Frontfiwanians

Intersectional
Accident,

Willie ,Knox Wells
Dies At Outwood

Amdeur Radio Club
To Begin Code Class

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Funeral Is Saturday
For W. F. Harris

Person is Reported
Injured ki Accident

WEATHER REPORT

2000 Expected For Annual
ECC Meeting On Saturday
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ALMANAC

Poetically
Speaking

By United Press International
Today is Friday, July 10. the
191st day of 1970 with 174
follow.
The moon is approaching its
first quarter.
The morning star is Saturn
The evening stars are Mercu
We reserve the right to reject any Advertiatag. Letters to the Editor,
PERKINS
TOM
BY
or Public Voice items which, In our opinion. are not for tbe bs
ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter
ituerest of our readers.
On this date in history:
In 1938 American industrialist
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE wrraDER00., UM
Howard Hughes and a crew of
BALL PLAYING AND "STAND STORMS"
Madison Ave, Mem,plus, Tenn.; Time & Ute Bldg, New York, N.Y.,
Elumnenson Bldg. Dwelt, Mich.
It's little league baseball time again. Its still dry but they four flew around the world in
have watered down the field to keep down the dust. They don't 191 hours.
Entered Daily at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for
In 1953 Lavrenti Beria, clue
like anything to interfere with the progress of the game. Dad - said of Soviet internal security
transmi‘Aion as Second Class Matter
that since I am Ale star player we would go. I feel like I'm pret- forces,' was purged by
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Csrrier In Murray, per week 35e. per ty good and I don't understand wny everyone smiles when dad Communists on charges o
Month $L52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 0.60; tells them I am the best.
"criminal anti-state activities."
Zones 1 & 2, $1.1.00, Elsewhere 616.00. All service subscriptions 48.00.
In 1962 the TeLstar satelli
Hall playing is serious business. It sure isn't a joke. Thus is
character building for little boys and that's serious business. You relayed television pictures from
"The Oatisassilag Ctvie Amid etaCemmantssasthe
Intepity ef Us Nowspoper•
can't fool around with something as serious as a little boy's whole the United States to Europe and
outlook on life. Maybe that's why everyone is so solunui and quite Americans received clear pictures back from Fr2nce and
when they come to the. ball field. They are afraid to say anything Britain.
FRIDAY - JULY 10, 1970
that'll marr a little boy's thinking. The crowds are watehing the
In 1968 French President
boy. and the boys are watching the crowds because they are go- Charles de Gaulle appointed
ing to be like them one day, and when it comes to set in the stands Maurice Couve de Murville
premier of France, replacing
they want to know what to do.
There isn't anything that will help a ballgame like an after- Georges Pompidou, who beLEDGER a TIMES FILE
nogg thunder, shower. What with the thunder and lightning and 'came president in June of 1969.
rain and all;Tbe little fellows are always looking around to see
A thought for the day:
Gistaus Farris, age 39, died today. Funeral services will be held if iestorm is coming because they know which side their bread is
Canadian physician Sir William
on July 12.
buttered on. And sure enough, long late inthe summer afternoon Osier said, "Tact is the saving
The North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church will the clouds start rising in the stands, and the thunder is heard, and virtue without which
no wman
celebrate its 100th anniversary on July 17. Chaplain C, C. Clemm- once in awhile a flash of lightning is seen, and the little boys are can be a success."
ons will be the speaker,
all praying, "Mother and Daddy, don't let it storm too much!"
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Crawford left yesterday with a touring
I'm little and I don't like lightning storms, and thunder
party from Chicago, LII., for a trip to California.
The Calloway County Coin Club will meet July 12 in the City storms, and stand storms. All I like is playing ball and being my
daddy's star.
Judge's court room on the second floor of the City Hall,
by: Bob Little
PUBLISHED by LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Ina., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and
The Tlases-Herald, October 20, 112S. and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, 1E62.
EMI N. 4th Street, Musray, Kentucky 0071
JAMES C. 'WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

Injury to-Visiting
Children

premises were in dangerous condition? A court said no. It was
asking too much, said the court,
to expect him to foresee danger
in a bit of cement.
An American Bar Association
public service feature by Will
Bernard.
O 1970 American Bar Association

.130030r4
c

SPECIAL SHOW AT
1 P.M. DAILY FOR . .

F

o
ugEENDS SATURDAY

Alak
Lions Elect
inpornational President

When youthful visitors come
to your home, the rules of etiquette demand that you treat
them with hospitality.
Hut the rules of law demand
something more: !pat you also
treat them with reasonable regard for their safety. If you do
not, you may be held legally
liable in the event of an injury.
Consider this case:
Friends of the Webster family, including two small boys,
came over for a Sunday visit. To
please the children, Webster began playfully tossing the older
brother into the air and catching
him.

Weaver [
Deep Int
Ballot 13(
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: Today thru Tue. e
DR, ROBERT D

McCULLOUGH

a

Dr. Robert
McCullough
of • Tulsa, Oklahoma, was
elected President of Lions
International at the Association's 53rd Annual Convention in Atlantic City, New
The first few times, all went Jersey, July 1-4, Serving ser
well. But Webster failed to keep the 54thsTresideht of the
an eye on the younger boy,. only _worlifs isegret humenittivn
MEMORY GATES
two years of ass, who kept edg- service organization, McWe sat on the porch, my Gran'naa and me,
PARAMOUNT MOMSsees
ing up Close to the action. Final- Cullough leads some 932,000
Talkie of what used-to-be.
ly, on one catch, his elbow struck
members in 24,400 clubs loQuestion: Both my husband the little onlooker, inflicting
We spoke of Kentucky. . . that fairest of States,
LEDGER•TIMES PILE
LEE
a
cated in 146 countries and
and I work. We have two young painful injury.
Then we passed on though. our "Memory Gates."
geographic
areas
throughout
cteldren. Would they be entitled
Was Webster legally liable for
There was the Farm, we had loved and had known.
CLINTEASTWOOD
the world.
to social security benefits if the accident? A court ruled that
(How tattered the years, that- had flown!)
Lions International is best
something happened to me now? he was indeed. The court said
*Aleir
JEAN
known for its aid to the blind
Deaths reported are 0. T. Weatherford, age 75, and Mrs. Part
Answer, Yes they probably 'that in view of the tender age
Our mem'ries dwelt on the beauties of Spring,
Osbron, age 69.
would. Children may become of the victim. Webster should and sight conservation actiThe wonder of Gardens.. .and ey'ry green thing.
Trooper A. H. Sills, Jr., of Cadiz will join the State Police
eligible for benefits when either hare been on the lookout for ex- vities, international relations
pressrases, mai its-many corie A, B.-Fat eii. --• --We felt °nee -ageirs the-sat seentcd-sir,
Ze
-sceIn Lturray. Its will wer1
parents 'Wei or when either -aeily this'kind IA'an' accident.
Liability may arise not only
munity service projects. "InThe little breezes that rumpled our hair.
Mr. and Mrs. Baby Gene Watson of Murray Route Two are tit
parent becomes entitled to
volvement Now" will be the
.,We "saw" the old fence, in all of it's lines,
parents of a baby girl Isarn at the Murray Hospital.
retirement or disability benefits from negligent conduct but also
from some faulty condition of primary theme during Dr.
"Father Is A Bachelor" with William Holden and Coleen Gray
Covered o'er, with Honeysuckle vines.
if the parent has worked long the premises.
In another case,
Is showing at the Varsity Theatre.
enough under social security. The family lived in a second Root . McCullough's 1970-1971
Presidential Year. The InaWe 'inhale the eiti-httra and the stable: program flat which was reachable_hysie—pmtan
social
security
ce of taking an-active
recognizeillMteed for a family back stairway. These back steps
Our bora-ea-so big -sOstirong and so able.
tie. remain together and for were so flimsy that the parents Interest in the welfare of the
Our cow and her call . . . rich milk of "Ole Blue,"
community and the necessity
children to complete their forbade their own seven-year-old
These brought tender memories. toed' for increased international
education. It has made this daughter to use them.
There were Gourds "hollered-out".:
-.-far wrens in tfti tr969:
understanding will both be
However, they gave no such
passible by providing benefits for
We again heard the hum, of an army of Bees.
emphasized.
warning to the three-year-old
dependents.
How forcible are right words. -Job 6:25. Question, Have social security daughter of a neighbor. This
Bare feet in the mornin' . Stull dew-spangled grass,
They are more potent than atomic bombs. No one can forever
benefits for widows been im- child. climbing the steps one
LisUnin' to Jaybirds' rackety "sass!"
escape the force of truth.
proving or getting worse over the morning for a visit, fell through
About 155.7 million per.
an opening and was injured.
Our wild-flower hunts, as we walked thru the wood.
years?
sons in the United States had
Again,
host
the
parents
were
(Wonderful days. of happy childhood!)
Answers: Benefits for widows
L/QUOR (seat_ fUJU VI
In the number Of liquor storeo
held liable. The court said that, surgical insurance in 1969, the
Fragrant blooms, in the old plum thicket:
have been improving. From 1939 at the very least, they were bound Health Insurance Council reIn some Moscow districts.
- The buzz of a Hornet . . . the chirp of a cricket.
'Ito 1961, widows got 75 percent of to show as much concerts far ports.
MOSCOW (UPI)- City offiALAN JAY LERNER Ns...
'
4
. ark -.0.
their late husband's check. their guest as they showed for
cials have closed more than 300
PANAVtilrer
We talked of relations . . and of fricrids we once knew;
Now they get 82s percent. In their own child.
se
liquor shops for unspecified DEPUTY DIES
TEGINICOtOr
The American Jewish comTheir faces, their voices, came back to us too.
1939, widows could start
On the other hand, some acciviolatbns of alcoholic beverage
A PiPAMOINT PULE
munity
5,896,000
the
-is
receiving benefits only at 65. In dents are truly accidents-no
regulations, the Communist
ATHENS (UPI)- Deputy Pre- The sky in the Evenin' . . so glorious a sight.
1956 the age was lowered to 62 one's fault at allsin another case, largest in the world, says the
Feature at 1:30 & 8:08 )(party newspaper, Pravda, said mier Dimitrios Patillis died First Sunset. then Stars shinin' bright.
pc
American Jewish Yearbook.
),
and in 1965 to 60 with reduced a visiting toddler lost his balance
c
Tuesday, Pravda said officials Tuesday after
thru Sunday
suffering a Fall with it's colors. . . Winter with snow.
^C
0
•
•
*
*
fell
and
down,
his
striking
head
benefits). In addition disabled
also had banned the sale of cerebral hemorrhage, the Ath- 'N Gran'pa feedin' stock, at Two Below!
8 p.m. only Mon. 8. Tun. ,,
widows 50 or over became against a small patch of cemeat_
licmor in many cafes and diniqg ens News Agency said. He was
The Boeing 747 has four
near the driveway.
rooms and ordered a reduction 65.
social
some
eligible
1968
in
to
Food in the larder . . . jellies and jams:
(
Ciwild the home owner be held -jet engines capable of 43,500
Adult !AO - atIld 1.•1
security benefits.
Spare-ribs and Bacon, and luscious smoked Hams.
liable, on the theory that his
pounds of thrust each.
Biscuits and Cornbread . . so "light" and so brown,
With butter and honey, we ate 'em right down! •
"Ole Puss" and her kittens . . in a box by the stove,
nes
)00000000000
00C
'N a window, lookin' out on the "Hicker-nut" grove.
TONIGHT
piajmni
c"
0000l" 55150000noopooc
)c
-OCT(
enarweit--194
pc
These years as a Ald . . .bring tug to my heart,
/00(
)o
)00C
For Gran'tna and I, have long been apart.
)00000000200
5.66600cc00000c
)000000009e0000006
00('x-=----^^^og0000
000c
an Elizabethan colitinporary, )0000000,
She lies in the Churchyard, now peaceful and still;
1st Foesturo Tonight 300000000c
BY GREGORY JENSEN
Christopher Marlowe .Mount- )oc00000
I loved her so much . . . and I always will!
000000000
she
,
^^
•000110CHrHowArynn 11,^ele,1 ,
STRATFORD - UPON - ing such a season -requires, a
I've roamed the world over. I've seen ev'ry kind,
ANDY'S AN
AVON, England (UPI)- "The fair-sized industry in itself.
But Gran'ma and HOME . . . are the ties that can bind!
EX MARINE
Every prop, every costume.
--ale Thing,"
Will
' Submitted by. Mrs. Milburn Adams
TURNED
hakespe.?re wrote, and he was every, scrap of scenery is manuPREACHER IN
518 So. 7th St.
factured by the company's
about half right. TNt WACKIEST
Murray, KY.
ENTERTAINMENT
The other half of Stratford's own people in its own workBy .
Alney Allbritten
IVtR
A Yin-law MCI It ItC551COASS•
thing is Will Shakespeare him- shops. Resides the Stratfoed
se*ts)
170 So. Madison,
season, the company fills the
self.
•
•
•
•
1000000000s.
Pasadena, Calif.. 91106
Stratford would be just ano- Aldwych Theatre in London )000000000:
00000000000
.
ther dying country town with- with modern plays and nonTO MY FEATHERED FRIENDS
classics.
It
out the Shakespeare industry. Shakespearean
Calls from a secluded morning
Today this industry's heart, tours abroad -- Japan and AusYOU WILL MEET
float as rainbow colors on the wind
the Royal Shakespeare Theater tralia earlier this year -- and
YOURSELF
Secretary
Defense
CHIEFR.
Melvin
Laird
,of
through the uncalloused ear
19TH NAVY
Company. is throbbing steadily tours the British provinces with
atfilitnEY 111
FACE-TO-fACE
swears
ilefti
in Adm. Elmo R. Zumwalt Jr. as chief of naval
into the appreciative heart
through its 9 1/2-month sea- smaller-a-ale productions.
Of THE SUn
'IN OUTER
operations during ceremonies at the U.S. Naval Academy.
'Thus for every actor on
son. Business is the same as
SPACE!
in Annapolis, Md. At 49, Zumwalt is the 19th chief and the
always - phenomenal.
stage. the c,ompany employs
A uNivilsit PICTURES LTD PICTURE
youngest man ever -to hold the position. Holding the Bible
According to purists. the 1-0 persons behind the scenes.
Wings of brilliance catch
is Rear Adm. Joseph McDevitt. judge advocate general.
Shakespease..
industry
has Its total acting company this
the air and lift -Lisiguapd Stratford just as the year is 47: its total employthe warm body
000000000M0000000004p0000060rulrirtreNuerr
tourist industry has ruined the ment is 520
into Dry hand
--Costa
del
Sol.
This ~line that despite ticThey
decry the Shakespeare Tea ket sales which would make a
Rooms, the ticky-tack souve- commercial theater rich. the
CELEBRATII
My friend, 4 would not touch
nirs, the Shakespeare Garage, Royal Shakespeare loses
your free delicate soul
the proliferating hotel_stOrns money. Its government subbut hold you forever
named for his plays. sidy, granted through the Arts
In my mental cage
But to American visitors Council amounts to $640,000
-STiiffortle commercialism this year.
by Thomas 0. Perkins
•
doesn't strike all that 'sour a
Under
Artistic Director
note. Most Amt. it a,lovely Trevor Nunn -- who took over
Please do not be discouraged if you have not seen
HWY. 641 S.
your poems country
town. immensely the massive company at 28 and
In tihs column yet. The response to this column
has been so great ,worth visiting for Shakespeare'. hasn't turned 30 yet --,
the
that it takes time to print them all. Keep on
submitting and look- birthplace. Shakespeare's Royal Shakespeare has deing for your work:"
tomb Anne Hathaway ro- veloped a lean, space style
Thomas 0. Perkins
mantic but tire-scarred cottage which sacrifices nearly gvery•
and "the theater.",.
thing to the Bard's language
There's only our theater
-.AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL In a typical production the
COLOR.,.o-as.
here. Its undistinpiished red stage is a gaping box, almost
WIIETIIER TO NAP
-About 16,2011 persons. were brick hulk protrudes over the bare of scenery. Costumes are
*
C
>00
-*
NEW YORK (LP') -- Will arrested in California fiw fists Avon's swans and is flanked simplified -- in some bare-flrah
SHE
CAME
game
law
violation in I %9 by lovely gardens. Inside are cages almost- to the vanishing
a nap in the evening spoil and
s TO SIT WITH BABY
. your night sleep? %lay be, re
•* *
.1,343 seats and standing room point. Music and lighting el
we ENDED UP
1
INFTI4 OADDYI
s •
authorities at a /deep renWf7
-,!met
ADULTS
for 88 people.
fecteire .minitnalt"
ire
'There
pow
three acres
supported 11‘a mattre.0. Mak!Fr
ONLY
"We play to approx;mately
of trees for each of the nation's
Is
95 per cent ovet the season,'
200
persons. In 1901,
ss.
said a spokesmah for the Royal
A'HE
T
abYSItthr
45*
-al_arres per person. Shakespeare
It will if- von atready' - are thereAtere
company. That
COLOR
slistasiTirritiwnosir gi
III
* *
get ting
fit-ient nerp fol." y ou r
this
means
year,
over
maws mum IN -A-GROWN INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
a
season
The monetary unit in Peru
•
bodily requirernents.--ilbt 111
running
from
.April I to Dec. is the sol, worth about 2.5 E.g.
comnion 4,.It
nothrnite
mans CAM'S a twirl' refreshing
cif bausite.
12, Only- 5 pr cent of. the cents.
nap during the early o,y ening
Adm.: Adults 1.00
* 5 *
'
'5
tickets' go unsold, inslutfing
will belp- Ion to get a better
Opon - 7:30
co
ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE DRINK & DESSERT
standing
room.
Childr‘n undor 12,
night's sleep by insuoug that
Leading rause
of (-snuck
year's
This
program is cc- deaths mail oug
are.turt_:werly -fatigued at
s
Show - Dusk
female;is breast
%iiierii•an I utlians ei all no,nlv per iaily
FREEI
- seven cancer.
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and shell headWore
play,, plus one by
- -

Ben and Parr
shared everything—
the gckl,
the laughs,
the songs..
eventheir wife!
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THE FAR Si

SUN. — MON. — TUE;

eargik

WED. *

TERROR AND TORTURE.
MIN RAMPANT

of Murray

JOIN US FOR
- SUNDAY BUFFET

VINCENT PRICE•CHRISTOPHER LEL •PETER CUSHING

•
Served Each Sunday
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Adults
p2.25
Children under 12 _ _ _ _ 9.00

In car,

s
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By DICK DE
UPI Sports Wn
BOSTON (UPI) Earl Weaver took os
the fans and the cons
off today by dipping
the All-Star ballot box
the American League
Tuesday's dream gars
Bypassing a numb
finishers in the votint
added catchers Ray
Cleveland, Gerry 1
Boston, outfielders F
of the New York
Willie Horton of Dell
Olivo of Minnesota, /
ea. of Kansas City, a
Johnson of California.
Additional infielders
Baltimore's Brooks
and Dave Johnson.,
flame of MlIwau]
Sandy Alomar and Jill
of California.
American League
who issued Weaver's
explained several ON
would have been ch
either eliminated then
were removed by tt
because of injuries.
Minnesota's Rod C

ieeding vote-getter.
-

base, was removed b
injury and replaced by
The league noted Den
McAuliffe would have
Carew but also h
bothered by an injur:
In a statement ac
the selections, Weaver
was bound by tl
requiring a 28-player
at least one repr
from each of the 12 t
said "there are plays
performance to di
records built in the p
will be alighted.
"To these players
fans, I would like
publicly that 1 am :

would like them to km.

making my selections
have chosen to the bi
ability without any
feelings involved, at
there is great disappoi
some please try to ;
selections as fairly a
tried to make them.

Plan N(

CANTER
Where Yc
Your 1
You ;nue
strait .4

hal just
This development 1
• WELL RE:
• HAS ALL
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• CITY WA']
SEWER
D
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•c
:
i
v
A
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NAT
AB
• NO UTILI
• CURBS Al
STREETS
• CITY SCE

The prope
for conven
tial living.
• Several
but onl
One.
• Or you
for the
Unit T,
Many nice the
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Lee Trevino
Leads Open
In Scotland
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Dalton Jones Will Never Forget
His First Graft Slam Homer??

Standing&

National League
East
W.
Pct.
By STU CAMEN
Ma, 4-2, New York downed
New York
47 36 .566
UPI Sports Writer
"I got excited, that's what Baltimore, 7-5, in a game called
Pittsburgh
47 39 .547 11
/
2 It's unlikely Dalton Jones will happened," Jones explained in the eighth inning because at
By JOE NAGLE
Chicago 41 41 .500 51
/
2 aver forget his first major afterwards. I knew it was gone rain, Chicago nipped Mllwauk- •
ANDREWS, Scotland St. Louis
ST.
39' 44 .470 a league grand imp homer. even and I watched the ball hit in ee, 6-5, and Washington beat
(UPI) -When Lee Trevino won Philadelphia
35 47 .427 111
/
2 when he finally% Ab it.
the seats. I got halfway betwen Cleveland, 9-3. Oakland and
the U.S. Open in 1968 at the Montreal
34 51 400 14
Jones thought he had act. n- first and second before I came Kansas city were idle.
Oak Hill Golf Club, Rochester,
West
plished the feat Thursday night to my sense. Then I saw I In the National League, New
N.Y., some sneered that it was
W.
Pct. GB when he pinch hit for Detroit passed Wert."
7-1,
Montreal,
beat
York
a fluke, an outrageous long Cincinnati
59 25 .702
catcher Jim Price with the
Didn't Need the Run
Pittsburgh shut out St Louis, 6NEW YORK (UPI) -NationBy JOE SARGLS
shot, and predicted Chunky Lee Los Angeles
50 33 .602 8/
1
2 bases loaded and one out in the
Luckily, for the Tigers, they 0, Houston downed Los Angeles,
al Football League players,
UPI Sports Writer
would soon fade from the Atlanta
41 41 .500 17 seventh inning against Boston didn't need Jones' run since his 9-5, San Diego nipped Cincinnaheaded by John_ Mackey of the
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - scene.
San Francisco 40 42 488 18 with the score tied 3-3. Jones "grand slam" single was more ti, 10-9, in 10 innings, and San
Baltimore Colts, •continued ne- Willie McCovey of the San
35 40 .412 241
/
2 slammed a 2-2 changeup from than enough to power them to a Francisco shaded Atlanta, 74,
gotiations today with a league Francisco Giants. the 1969 Today the bouncy, wise- Houston
Mexican-American San Diego
34 53 .391 261
/
2 Red Sox reliever Vicente Romo 7-3 victory.
committee headed by Tex MVP, can cheer up today, he's cracking
in 11 innings. Chicago and
By DICK DEW
Thursday's Results
into the upper deck in right
Daryl Patterson relieved Den- Philadelphia were not scheSchramm of the Dallas Cow- on the 1970 National League stands poised to add the British
UPI Sports Writer
Dpen championship to his New York 7 Montreal 1
field.
ny McLain in the seventh and duled.
BOSTON 1UP!) -Manager boys.
All-Star team.
Pitts 6 St Louis 0
mantle.
But he didn't notice he was permitted the Red Sax only one
Homer Snaps Tie
Earl Weaver took over where At stake was the players'
It probably comes as no Trevino, 30, shot a pair of San Fran 7 Alla 6, 11 inns
passing teammate Don Wert hit the rest of the way to gain Leo Cardenas' two-run homer
the fans and the computers left requests for additional money surprise to McCovey or NL
total
Sn Diego 10 Cinci 9, 10 inns
58's for an eight-under-par
between first and second base. his second victory. Dick Scho- in the ninth snapped a 2-2 tie
off today by dipping deep into or training camp and pre- fans but Gil Hodges of the4
of 136, to lead 80 qualifiers into Houston 9 Las Angeles 5
The umpires noticed with more field homered for Boston's first and paced Minnesota past
the All-Star ballot box to fill out ason expenses.
Mets, who will lead the NL on today's third round of the (Only games scheduled)
than passing interest, however, run.
California for the Twins' fifth
the American League squad for Mackey and player represen- July 14 in spanking new British championship at the
Today's Probable Pitchers and Jones was declared out on
their
were
In other American League straight victory. Reliever Tom
keeping
atives
Tuesday's dream game.
Riverfront Stadium in Cincinna- home of golf. Perched mena- (All Times EDT)
the spot and given a three-run games, Minnesota beat Califor- Hall, who had singled prior to
Bypassing a number of top members informed of negotia- ti, made it official by picking cingly behind him at 137 were
Montreal (Morton 9-6) at Now
.Cardenas' blast, hurled three
finishers in the voting, Weaver tion progress, and a letter to all the big first baseman among Jack Nicklaus, the marl who
York ( Koosman 5-4), 8:05 p.m.
innings of shutout bail to pick
added catchers Ray Fosse of members asked them not to go his supplementary choices.
finished runner-up at Rochester
Philadelphia (Fryman 6-5) at
up his fifth win. Eddie Fisher,
Cleveland, Gerry Moses of to training camp until satisfacMcCobothered
what
That's
four years ago, and Englishman Chicago Jenkins 9-10), 2:30
been
agreement had
in relief of starter Rudy May,
Boston, outfielders Roy White tory
vey, although he tried to hide Tony Jacklin, a national hero at
P-m•
took the loss.
of the New York Yankees, reached with the owners.
it, when Rich Allen of the the age of 26.
Pittsburgh (Nelson 4-0) at St.
The Yankees salvaged the
Willie Horton of Detroit, Tony 1 In session with Mackey were Cardinals beat him out, narrow- Trevino has had the worst of
By MILTON RICHMAN
Louis (Gibson 12-3), 9 p.m.
taken advantage of because of finale of a three-game series
Olivo of Minnesota, Amos Otis 1Pat Richter of the Washington ly, in the balloting by fans for what weather has been going
UPI Sports Writer
Cincinnati (Cloninger 1-2 and
of
his size, and that's the way he against Baltimore as Jerry
01, of Kansas City, and Alex Redskins, Tom Keating
the starting team.
over the first two days. He was Merritt 14-6) at Atlanta (Reed NEW
YORK (UPI)-Bud felt at one point in Monday Kenney's two-run single capped
Buoniconti
of
Oakland,
Nick
of
California.
Johnson
Hodges rounded out his NL midway through his opening 1-2 and Stone 7-4),
Harrelson
doesn't
have any night's 10-3 win over the a three-run sixth-inning rally.
2, 6:05 p.m.
Alexander of
Additional infielders included Miami, Kermit
squad by also picking such as round Wednesday when the
San Francisco (McCormick 3- alternative at his size, he has to Cardinals at Shea Stadium.
of
John Cumberland got the win
Baltimore's Brooks Robinson Los Angeles, Ken Bowman
Roberto Clemente, like McCo- course virtually disappeared 4) at Houston
(Lemaster 6-11), be a lover, not a fighter.
Ernie Wright of
Ken Singleton, the Mets' fine- and Marcelino Lopez took the
and Dave Johnsen', Tommy Green Bay and
MVPi Dick Diets ,Joe under water hersaime of a 8:34
y_ex
an
-People keep coming up and looking rookie outfielder, had loss.
--Cincinnati.
-Harper of 1111lIwatC--fitil
Torre, Pete • Kos. and' Felix sudden, violent thunderstorm.
Los Angeles (Singer 4-3) at telling him the same thing they clipped St. Louis starter Jerry Carlos May and Ed Herwere confident
The
players
Fnegosi
Alomar
and
Jim
Sandy
Millen.
He had to resume where he San Diego (Coombs 74), 10:30 keep telling Johnny Carson all Reuss for a two-run homer the rmann ripped
an amicable agreement would
home runs and
of California.
There were no surprises left off Thursday morning-and
the time. You know, you look Inning before and now here was Luis Aparicio collected four hit
"minip.m.
that
the
reached
and
be
American League officials,
there.
that
complained bitterly about
much bigger on television!
Saturday's Games
Tommie Agee also connecting for Chicago as the White Sox'
who issued Weaver's selections, strike" of two years ago would
There were some raised fact in not too gently couched
Like most little guys, Harrel- with two on in the fourth gained victory over Milwaukee.
Montreal at New York, night
explained several other players not be repeated.
eyebrows, though, when Hodges terms-bet showed his undoubtson
has
had
it
pretty
Philadelphia
at Chicago
much ballooning New York's margin Jerry Crider got credit for the
would have been chosen but In 1968, some players stayed picked Jim Hickman of the ed skill-by hanging on to card a
-*uphill all his life because of his to 5-0.
Pitts at St. Louis, night.
win and Skip LOckwood was Cf
either eliminated themselves or away from the opening training Cubs. Hickman, a journeyman 68
windy
and
rainy
cold,
size but that doesn't bother him
in
Cinci at Atlanta, .niglit
charged with the defeat.
Harrelson Next Up
were removed by their clubs sessions, but arranged private outfielder-first baseman who weather.
so much.
,
San Fran at Housafin, night
workouts so that, when they
The switch-hitting Mets' pep- Home runs by Paul Casanobecause of injuries.
never once in the past has It was something Jacklin
What bothers hlin more are perpot was batting rightharxted va, Tom Grieve and Rick
Minnesota's Rod Carew, the reported, they would be, in top distinguished himself enough to couldn't go. He was eight under Los Ang at San Diego night
e
_ being against the left-handed Hamm Reichardt powered WAshiugtoo
_times he leek:bel
-American
leading vote.-getter. at second
rate even an-easid.e thence at+ aft
Is When'the "rains- came
and the St. Louis rookie's first past Cleveland and snapped the
base, was removed because of
an All-Star berth, has been the but was unable to combat the
W. L Pct. GS
pitch to him was dangerously Senators' four-game losing
injury and replaced by Johnson. CONTRACTS SIGNED
Cubs' big hit this season, and changed conditions on the Baltixpore
Major League Results
52 31 .627 -.
behind his back. The second streak.-Casey Cox went the
The league noted Detroit's Dick NEW YORK 1 UPI)-Tight won his spot on merit.
resumption and dropped three De it
45 X .556 6 By United Press International pitch sailed over Harrelson's distance for Washington, allowMcAuliffe would have replaced end Gary Arthur of Miami
The bother picks by Hodges strokes on the run-in to fin
w York
National League
45 37 $49 11%
ing five hits, including homers
head.
Carew but also has been (Ohio), defensive back Terry were his own Bud Harrelson, with
a 67.
41 40 .506 10 (10 innings)
Hay Fosse and
Ted
Harrelson, who is no by
bothered by an injury._
Stewart of Arkansas and guard Denis Menke of the Astros, Both had to go back out a,414San Dgo 153 000 000 1-10-13-1 Bud
ev
fighter, not in the street sense Uhlaender. to raise his record
In a statement accompany John Little of Oklahoma State rookie flash Bill Grabarkevritz almost immediately and it was
100
9 11 2
Washington
38 47 .447 15 Cinci
2°° °6°
of the word anyway, took a to 5-6.
the selections, Weaver noted he Wednesday signed 1970 pro of the Dodgers, Rusty Staub of to their credit that they
Roberts, Herbel 81, Ross (8);
West
couple of steps toward 6-foot-5
was bound by the rules football contracts with the New the Astros and Clarence Gaston recorded such fine scores
W. L. Pet. GB Santorini (10) and Barton; inch, 200-pound Jerry Reuss.
requiring a 28-player limit and York Jets.
of the Padres.
Trevino had a little more wind Minnesota
-.511-26 471 . Simpson, Borbon (3), Washburn Frank
Secory, the plate umpire,
at least one representative The three men were the Jets'
Picked by the fans, and the than Jacklin for most of his California
49 34 .590 6. (6), Carroll (8), Granger (9)
moved in front of the
kl mov
from each of the 12 teams and fifth, sixth and 14th draft players who will start, are second round.
LP
WP-Ross
)2-3).
Oakland
45 38 .54210 and Bench.
lcvilueicts'yshortstop and hollered
said "there are players whose Choices respectively.
Johnny Bench of the Reds
Nicklaus on the other hand, Kansas City
30 51'.570 24 Granger ( 3-2). HRs-Roberts
something back out to the
performance to date
behind the plate, Allen at first, was
plus
blessed both days. He was Milwaukee
30 55 .353 26-rinith Campbell ( 5th), Bench 2
Card's southpaw and that was
records built in the past years
Glen Beckert of the tubs at back in the clubhouse bef
28th), Carbo ( 12th)._
• 30 55 353 26
Chicago
that.
will be slighted.
second, Don Kessinger of the the storm broke Wednesdaya
Thursday's
Results
"I haven't been that mad in a
"To these players and their BETTING FIRST
Cubs at short, Tony Perez of
101 040 000- 6 12 4)
Pittsigh
Chicago 6 Milwaukee 5
FLORENCE, Ky. (UPI)- the Reds at third and Hank and by the time he went out
long time," Harrelson says.
fans I would like to say
his second tour Thursday,
Detroit 7 Boston 3
•. St, Lads_ 000 000 000- 0 5 2 "Perhaps you can make
publicly that I arm sorry but Pari-mutuel betting will be Aaron, Willie Mays and Rico rain had stopped, the course
some
Ellis (9-6) and Sanguilln; excuse
tl.Y. 7 Balt 5, 714 inns, rain
like them to know that in introduced for the first time to Carty tn the outfield.
for a left-hander throwthe
considerably
s
and
dried
and
Campisi
(9)
Carlton,.
Cleveland
3
Wash
9
July
on
racing
making my selections I feel I Indiana harness
Hodges also selected, preing behind a left-handed hitter
Simmons. LP-Carlton (5-11).
Minn 4 California
have chosen to the best of my 14-16 when a half dozen stakes viously, pitchers Wayne Simp- shone fitfully.
but when a left-hander throws
but
an
omen,
could
be
It
.
(Only
games scheduled
ability without any personal races will be run at Latonia.
son and Jim Merritt of the
a right-handed hitter he
behind
won't
Trevino
aeceot
it.
!Today's Probable Pitchers ai innings)
The schedule was arranged Reds, Bob Gibson of the can bet
feelings involved, and where
has to be trying to hit him."
203 000 100 01- 7 13 0
(All Times EDT)
there is great disappointment to by the Indiana Trotting and Cardinals, Gaylord Perry of the
;Reuss Denies Charge
000 000 060 00- 6 10 1
Milwaukee (Bolin 1-6) a Atla
some please try to judge my Picing Horse Association, and Giants, Tom Seaver of the TEPEDINO OPTIONED
Jerry Reuss says he didn't
McMahon
(8)
Marichal,
and
5-6),
Oakland
10:3
(Fingers
events
such
selections as fairly as I have it is the first time
NEW YORK (UPI)-OutfielMets, Claude Osteen of the
think anything like that at all.
Dietz; Jarvis, Priddy (8) and
will be staged outside of Dodgers, Hoyt Wilhelm of the der-first baseman Frank Tepe- p.m.
tried to make them."
The
big
thing
is
Bud
WP-McMahon
(5-1). LPIndiana.
Braves and Joe Hoerner of the dino Wednesday was oiStione& Minnesota ,(Kaat 7-6) a King:
Harrelson
made
his
point.
Cepeda
5).
144is
Priddy
(2
California
(Messersrnith
7-8),
11
to Syracuse of the International.
One of these days, Jerry
(15th), Boyer (8th).
Leo Durocher of the Cubs and League by the New York p.m.
Reuss is going to make his.
7-7
(Janeaki
Chicago
Linn Harris of the Braves were Yankees.
Los Ang
101 010 101- 512 0 Quietly and unobtrusively
selected by Hodges as his The YankEtes recalled right- Miller 3-4 or Moore 3-8) at
401
121 00x- 9 14 0 Reuss, who doesn't know
Houston
coaches. The Cuts finished hander Steve Kline from the KanSas City .(Johnson 2-5 and
Faster, Lamb (4), Norman Harrelson personally and never
second to the Mets in the NL same club to replace Tepedino Rooker 4-8), 2, 7 p.m.
Mikkelsen 8) and Haller; has spoken to him before will
(5),
at
(Palmer
12-5)
Baltimore
East last year and the Braves on the roster.
AT THE
Billingham, Ray (7) and let the Mets' 150-pound shortDetroit
(Cain
8-2),
8
p.m.
won the NL West before bowing
stop know he never meant to.
(7-2).
WP-Billingharn
Edwards
New
York
(Kline
04) at
to the Mets in the playoffs.
him him and he's sorry for
Campy's Caper
Washington (Bosman 8-7), 7:30 P-Foster (6-8). HRs-Menke
what happened.
NEW YORK (UPI) Rader
Davis
(3rd),
5th),
p.m.
Campanella holds The record
Boston (Peters 6-8) at Cleo (15th).
Most Games Won
for home runs in a season
a land (Hand 2-7),-7:45 p.m.
PHILADELPHI A (UPI) - catcher
with 41.
000 001 000- 1 3 0
Montreal
Saturday's Games •
The 1966-67 Philadelphia 76ers
* * *
014 110 00:k- 7 11 0 1). HR-Gibbs 2nd
N.Y. Milwalikee at Oakland
Complete
set two National Basketball AsStrong Ann Nye, Strohmayer (5), Dillman
Minn at Calif, night
aociation records for the most
000 240 000- 6 13 0
(8) and Bateman; Seaver (14-5) Chicago
NEW "YORK ((PI) - (
Chicago at Kan City, night
garneaL won during a season
Milw
000 110 102-- 511 0
•Grnte.
LP-Nye
(2-2).
HRs-and
Young
Detroit
Baltimore
at
dior,
pitched
300
or
when they achieved 68victones.
4 miles S.W. of Ky. Dam
Swoboda (6th), Seaver (9th), Crider, Wood 17 Murphy (8)
innings in 16 different seu,n- Boston at Cleveland
and Herrmann; Lockwood, GelVillage on Highway 441
Staub (13th).
New York at Wash
nar (5), Humphreys (7),
Phone 527-994$
Sanders (9) and Roof. WP•
Only games scheduled)
Crider (3-3). LP-Lockwood (1June
6). HFts-May (9th), Herrmann
This development has everything for desirable living.
Show Time 2:00 p.m. and
American League
(8th), McNertney (3rd).
• WELL RESTRICTED
8:30 p.m.
▪
Washngtn 013 002 030- 9 12 0
• HAS ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
Cleveland 000 200 010- 3 51 Boston
100 011 000- 3 50 FREE GENERAL ADMISCox (5-6) and Casanova; Detroit
and CONVENIENCES
002 001 31x- 7 9 1 SION ticket to Kaintuck TerAustin, Lasher (3), Chance (4), Nagy, Wagner (S. Romo (7) ritory, for July 12 only, with
• CITY WATER
Moses, Satriano (6); the purchase of Tommy Cash
By FRED McMANE
inning run for the Giants in Hennigan (9) and Fosse.LP- and
go were not scheduled.
• SEWER
Austia -(1 3). HRs-Casanova McLain, Patterson (7) and
UPI Sports Writer
Washington
9-the11thwhen
.be_raeaLltiati
Cleveland,
Show ticket
beat
61.50 valu
• NATURAL GAS
The American League gets a 3: New_ York topped flaltimore,;fmst to third on-a--wIlit pitch (3r4L-=-4riatiz(1st), Fos.). Price. WP-Patterson (54). LP- Come early and spend the
• UNDERGROUND- ELECTRICITY
break in the All-Star game next 7-5; Chicago edged Milwaukee, and came home on an infield (16th), Reichardt (12th), Uh- Wagner (2-1). HR-Schofield
day Blanket Amphitheatre
(1st)
Tuesday night because Tom 6-5; Detroit defeated Boston, 7- out. The braves had rallied laender (4th).
• CABLEVISION -& TELEPHONE
- BRING YOUR BLANKET
Seaver won't be able to pitch 3, and Minnesota defeated from a 6-0 deficit -to -tie the
• NO UTILITY PbLES IN SIGHT
Minnesota 010 000 102-- 4 8 (I and set on the plush bluemore than three innings for the California, 4-2, in American score with a six-run eighth (Game clid, rain, Ith lung)
• CURBS ANI> GUTTERS WITH PAVED
9
0
130 003 00- 7
California 200 000 000- 2 6
National League.
League games. Oakland and inning which featured homers New York
grass!
002 030 00- 510 2
STREETS
Blyleven, Hall (7) anc
The 25-year-old righthander Kansas City were not ache- by Orlando Cepeda and Clete Baltimore
Peterson, Waslewski (6), Mitterwald, Ratliff (7); May,
Tickets . . . $2.00-$3.00
posted his seventh consecutive duled.
• CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Boyer.
Cumberland (6), Aker (8) and Fisher (7) and Azcue, Egan
$4.00
complete game victory and also Steve Huntz' sacrifice fly
Gibbs, Munson (6); Hardin, (8). WP-Hall (-2). LP-Fisher
Children under 5-Free
'hit his first major league home with one out in the 10th inning
JOINS TEMPLE STAFF
Lopez (2), Leonhard (6), Hall 3-3). HR-Cardenas ( 7th ).
run Thursday night while scored Ramon Webster and
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) -(7) and Etchebarren. WPpitching the New York Mets to enabled the Padres to defeal
Tofu' Drew has been named to Cumberland (3-31. LP-Lopez (O- (Only games scheduled)
Show will be held in
a 7-1 triumph over the Montreal the Reds for the second the
football coaching staff at
s
North Marshall High School
Expos, and he likely will be straight game. The Reds got
Temple University, it was
Manager Gil Hodges' choice to two two-run homers from
Gym.
announced Wednesday.
start for the NL in the All-Star Johnny Bench and a pinch-hit
The 33-Year-old Drew, a
game.
three-run blast from Bernie farmer head
coach at Highland
Seaver allowed the Expos Carbo. Dave Campbell and.
Regional
High
School in Blackonly three hits in pitching his starting pitcher Dave Robert.
IsOod, N.J., succeeds Walt
pa CORN BORER WORK
14th victory against five losses homeredfor She Padres
•ieree as coach of Temple's
WEED CONTROL
this season and he struck out
Denis Menke celebrated hi ((nor
varsity.
CORN WORMS AND GRASSHOPPERS
nine. However, the articulate selection to the All-Star teal
IN SOY BEANS
Californian was not overly by driving in five runs with .)
soy TOBACCO
pleased aith his performance. grand slam homer and a singlf.
FOR CORRECT
"My fast ball was good, but as the Astros snapped a five,
Many nice things can be said for CanterburrEsmy breaking stuff wasn't game losing streak and ended
Fly On Herbicides and Pesticides
Keep Ground
tates, but you must see to appreciate.
working like I wanted it to," the Dodgers' seven-game winVehicles Out of Your Field!
said Seaver. "And I walked ning strelik. Doug Rader also
DAY OR NIGH
Se Contact
three. That's too many."
COWING MIXT'
homered for the Astros while
- CALL In other NI, games, San _Willie Davis had an inside-theCDiego edged Cincinnati, 10-9; park homer for the Dodgers:
Houston defeated Las Angeles, Dock Ellis pitched a five_
9-5; Pittsburgh trimmed St. hitter and struck out 10 as the
Louis, 6-0, and San Francisco Pirates handed the Cardinals
THURSDAY, AUG. 6
and they will fluke you glad you dill
or
nipped Atlanta, 7-6, in 11 their fourth straight setback
of
Shows at 2:00 & 9,10
innings Philadelphia an4.ChicaWillie
t11,
Mays scored
ammammar
Murray, Kentucky

Players Are
Weaver Dips NFL
Still Negotiating
Deep Into
Ballot Box

McCovey Picked
For NI All-Star

Sports Parade

In Person

Grand Ole Opry
Star

(rn& &

TOMMY CASH
and His Show

Plan Now To Drive Through

CANTERBU Y ESTATES

Kaintuck
Territory

y Want To Buy
Where You
Your • or New Home
•

Western Town

You must see the newly paved
street where all of unit one
1101 just been completed.

Tom Seaver Posts Win Hits First
Major League Homer, Last Night

The property is perfectly koc..atecl
for convenience and quiet residential living.
• Several new homes for sale,
but only a few lots left in Unit
One.
• Or you may want to buy a lot
for the future in undeveloped
Unit Two and save.

Sunday,

12

RAIN

CROP DUSTING

TIME and
TEMPFRATURE

JERRY M. JONES or JIMMY RICKMAN

!AL 753-6363
11 1111°I.I.S HANK

EMIL MYERS . 753-3304

Mrs. Leon Cooper. 753-4755

Hank WillittrakJr.
Show
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Doctor Says That Plain Old-Fashioned
Walking Is The Best Form Of Exercise

'Dean.-AtollClient's wife
irritates her
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband must entertain his business
contacts very often. There is one couple with whom we go to
dinner frequently. The wife CHEWS ice like a teen-ager with
bad manners. That is bad enough, but she'll "suck" the ice,
and spit it back into her empty glass, and the sound of that
ice against her teeth and back into that empty glass simply
drives me up a wall' Is there any way I can let this woman
know that this irritates me?.I_d_otzt want to hurt, her feelings.
EMBARRASSED
DEAR EMBARRASSED: Does year husband BUY front
her husband? Or does he SELL to him?
DEAR ABBY: I need your help in handling a very
touchy situation. I recently visited my cousin in another
state. She proudly showed me a very lovely family album
which she said took her "months" to put together.
When I started to look thru it, I was flabbergasted to see
some pictures of our family I hadn't seen in over 40 years'
I remembered having seen them last In my mother's
family album, and I recall that after a large family
gathering my mother was heartsick to discover that many of
her precious pictures were "missing."
Now I see the "missing" pictures in my cousin's album.
My cousin's mother is now Os:eased and so is my mother. I
know that these are the priceless pictures that were taken
from my mother's album. They rightfully are mine and I
would like to have them How can I mention this without
casting ugly reflections? r.
NAMELESS NATURALLY
• DEAR NAMELESS: You diet. Ask your cousin If yew
may "borrow- the pictures you want in order to have them
reproduced. (Shop around for photographers who specialize
In restoring and duplicating old photographs.] Then return
the originals to year cousin.
DEAR ABBY: I know this doesn't rate as one of the
biggest problems in the world, but if you would bring it to the
attention of your readers, a lot of cab drivers would love you
for it.
Many people will call a cab, and they'll leave before the
cab arrives. This is discourteous and costly to the driver as it
-could tie him up anywhere from five to 20 minutes looking
for the person who ordered a cab, but left before it got there.
I realize there are times when people HAVE to leave
before their cab arrives, but it takes only a minute to call
back and cancel the cab
CABBY: MADISON, WIS.
DEAR CABBY: 111 pass the word on. But boa, about the
person who orders a cab, is told it will be there in "le
Mantes"-and after waiting 45 minutes be's so irritated he
doesn't feel like spending another dime to cancel it?
CONFIDENTIAL TO "D" IN KOKOMO: A woman wke
coastantly checks up on her husband doesn't make him more
"faithful -just more careful.

By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)- Walk for
your life. A doctor says that
walking, just plain old-fashioned
putting one 100t in front of the
other, can do more to help you
attain good health and physical
fitness wilk less risk than arty
other known firm of exercise.
The advice to hoof it comes
from Dr. Harry J. Johnson,
consultant in medicine at the
French Hospital in New York
and chairman of the medical
board of the Life Extension
institute. The institute, founded
In 1913, bills itself as the
and oldest health
largest
organisation facility in the
nation. It helped to pioneer the
now widely accepted annual
physical and preaches preventive diagnostic medicine.
Dr. Johnson stresses especially the value of regular walking
for a healthy heart. Paradoxically, it's a case of putting a
burden on the heart over and
above its resting capacity.
Exercise Builds Muscle
By making the heart work
harder, Dr. Johnson explains,
the exercise builds the heart
muscle, just as work strengthens any muscle of the body.
At the same time, it helps lay
down a "fail safe" collateral
circulation osystem that can
tug blood to the heart during
a crisis.
This, he continues, is where
walking comes in, "From long
experience," says the doctor,
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"we have come to Mow Mat It
Ls mild stress over a long
period of time that can best
develop this collateral circulathrough
gradual
tion
the
expansion of other brandies of
arteries in the heart Walking
manillas exactly the kind of
stress that is needed."
Walking helps the circaletba
In another way. It tissikislirittg
muscles that, with their vigorous flexing, press against the By PATRICIA Mc CORMACK
veins in the lower part of the NEW YORK (UPI)- A colinto lege degree in teaching used to
them
prodding
body
performing their vital function be an automatic passport to
of pumping blood back to the economic security.
heart.
In bad times as well as good
Bemoans Sedentarles
the teacher could be sure of a
The doctor bemoans the job.
growing generation of sedenta- But
the sheepskin
with
ries- "one of the so-called explosion in this era of college
'advances' that is really retro- educations for all, the situation
gression is door-to-dooi bus is changing. There are signs we
service for school children."
are heading into a situation of
Some authorities on weight,teacher
oversupply - more
losing contend that cutting teachers than there are job
calories is the only way, Dr. openings.
Johnson goes a step further- A report from the American
"by stimulating the body's Association of State Colleges
metabolism-the rate at width and Universities (AASCU) puss
energy is made available to it this way:
your body- walking aids weight "Indications are mounting
loss," he says.
that more teachers are being
aLso strengthens the produced than schools at all
It
muscles and helps melt away levels will be able to use under
the flab.
present conditions."
But keep in mind that eyes A recent survey by the
with such mild exercise as AASCU showed somewhat typiwalking, some reasoimbie cau- cal the ottnatton reported by six
tion should be observed. Begin state colleges in Minnesota.
by degre3s. And don't worry Less than 42 per cent of the
about any slight muscle aches- newly qualified teachers ftiom
they'll disappear as you get Into those schools had found employshape.
meet at the end of the school

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947 161
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Women's Society Of
Christian Service
Hears Dr. Dodson

Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr. in
speaking at the general meeting
ef the Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Fist
United _Methodist Cturcti, expressed appreciation to the
society for the personal involvement of members in the
;!work of the church,fl, said there
activities do much
the life of the church.
Salem State College, told the
The church pastor spoke on "A
AASCU only 100 of 900 teacher
Friday, July 10
Church In Each Place" at the
graduates had jobs.
The Murray University Coup- meeting held
Tuesday morning,
Other proofs of over
les' Bridge will meet at 7:30 July 7. He
discussed trends in
-Clarion State College in
p. m. in Rooms 3 and 4 of the foreign
missionary programs.
Pennsylvania told AASCU there Student Union Building. For
were 900 applicants for 75 Information call Mrs Jack Missionaries are given more
openings in the Pittsburgh area. White 753-e4358 or Mrs. David freedom to pursue programs
according to the cultural ideas of
-California State College at Gowans 753-3752.
Los Angeles reported some
the country. Laymen of foreign
•• •
countries are assuming more
school systems in that state are
Sunday, July 12
firing, not hiring, teachers. The Murray-Calloway County administrative duties and the
Especially hit were social Shrine Club will have its fel- missionaries in many countries
studies, music, physical educa- lowehip breakfast at the Roll- are serving under native bishops
tion, art.
and superintendents.
/Su at nines. m.
-In Nebraska, school recruiDr. Dodson said this policy of
ters find long lines of students The duce:ie of the late selfhood stimulates greater inwaiting to be inter viewid for Bruce and Greene Cunningham terest and better financial sup-'
teaching jobs. They are acIvLs- will have a reunion at the port within the country.
lug students not to bother Kirkeey
Mrs. William B. Britton,
School
lunchroom.
obtaining master's degrees - Lunch will be served at noon. president, led a discussion of school
boards
won't have All relatives are urged to sts approaching events.
enough money to pay the higher tend.
The Prayer Retreat in Jackson, •
•••
salaries required for teachers
Tenn., will be held on July 9 and
with the higher degrees.
Mending, July 13
Mrs. Nell Eaton, rep snt10. spiritual
!
The
U.S. Department of American Legion Poe 73 and growth chairman, will
Labor predicts that between AnTinary will have its annual the Murray society. Tyhe will be
now and 1980 there will be summer picnic at the main pa- accompanied 4/._ him Lillian
about 2.4 million job openings villion at the City Park at six Graves.
for elementary and high schoo p. m. Women are to bring covThe School of Missions will be
teachers, but that during the ered dishes and the post will held in Jackson August 3 to 7.
same period, new teaching furnish the meat, drinks and Rev. Bogard Dunn will have
graduates will number 4_2 bread.
charge of the Bible study. All are I
• ••
million
if poesent trends
invited to attend this school.
The
Mattie
Circle
Buil
Hays
In Massachusetts, one school. continue.
On the morning of September
of the First United Methodist
10 the area workshop for
Church WSCS will meet at the
program planning will be held at
social hall at 7:30 p. m.
the local church. Mrs. Wayne
•• •
Lamb, wife of the district
Tvesday, July 14
superintendent, will be in charge
The
Bessie
Tucker
Circle
of
aside her career and about her
of the program.
By WESLEY G. PLPP ER T
conversion to Jesus Christ She the First United Methodist
At the close of the general
Church WSCS will meet at the
WASHINGTON (UPI) -On a
also told of her plans to provide
hot day in New York a year a setting to win college students home of Mrs. Bailey, 1714 Ol- meeting members enjoyed a sack
lunch in the social hall with the
ive Street, et 9:30 a. zo.
ago, Windsor Elliott, one of the
and young professional persons
Bessie Tucker Circle in charge.
•••
nation's top fashion models, to Christ through an elegant
The Alice Wen 'Circle of The next general meeting will
was posing for Vogue maga- Embassy Row house she
has the First United Methodist be held in November, thereafter
zine's annual American Collec- leased in
Washington aec Church WSCS will meet
at the general meetings will be held
tion issue.
named "Trinity House."
home of Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, monthly on the first Tuesday
Suddenly she stopped.
"I wasn't the success the
"I'm finished," she said world might have supposed, 808 worth 20th Street, at 9:90
simply. "I can't work any- because inside I felt vacant," a. M.
W hen provoked, the raccoor
•• •
more." She walked off the set. said the slim, 24-year-old,
list vicious fighter.
Murray
Star
Chapter
No.
433
had
been on brown-haired
Windsor Elliott
young woman.
**
Order of the Eastern Star
the cover of Vogue four times.
Grows Up In California
meet at the M180MC Hall at
In 1969 alone she was on the
Owls
are
considered
nightWindsor grew up in Califorcovers of the January and nia. After her parents' divorce, 7:30 p. m. • ••
time hunters but twi, speciesthe mows' and the short- earedt, Looking for cooler clothing drant, after-shampoo rinse and September issues of Ladies she traveled to Svritzerland and
Groups of the
for summer? An open woven foot powder; such medicine cab- Home Journal and the Februa- Windsor went to school tears Church WILS will First Baptist hunt by daylight
most as folfabric that allows the air to Met essentials as acid indiges- ry edition of Esquire. She was for a year.
lows: I with MTS. Jack Kennedy'
circulate in and out of the fabric tion remedy, sunburn and poi- among a half-dozen models who
She enrolled in the University at 9:30 a. m., Ii with Mn. Lot.
Is cooler than a closely woven son ivy lotions, and sore throat earned $75 an hour and she was of Southern California but the tieJones at ten a. m., 111 with
one with very little circulation. gargle. And when it comes to negotiating a Holbrviond con- campus We "just seemed Mrs. 'Will Rose at two p. m.,
Do your own testing by blowing dean*, baking soda used either tract.
shallow."
and Mrs. Earl Miller at 2:30
A few days ago she sat down
your breath on the fabric. If In solution or dry as a scourer
During a weekend in San p. m.
tossed
why
she
about
• ••
you feel an easy flow of air offers certain unique advantages to talk
Francisco she met a model at a
through the fabric, it will be over the specialized and costlier
Wednesday, July IS
dinner party who urged her to
cooler than one you cannot - compounds. It ousts odors, gets
The ladies day luncheon will
contact a photographer. He
Catherine C. Thompson, Hick- at the source and kills them
quickly asked her to pose for a be served at 12:15 p. m. at the
man , Ky. 42050 Phone 236- rather than camouflaging them
Macy's ad. She did- and her Oaks Country Club with Mesbeneath a floral fragrance. And
2351.
dames Paul Dailey, Jr., Dean
career was launched.
baling soda is pure...not so that Mrs. Ledura Barnett Of Murray Her income hit $1,000 a
-Humphries, W. C. McBee', Bob
Fact To Remember Concern- when cleaning, particularly ar- Route Eight has been dismissed and Windsor put in 10 to 1 Cook, Marvin Hopkins, Ira Lee
ing Cyclamates: The concentra- ound food areas, you're not haun- from the Western Baptist hours daily before the cameras, Story, Jas. C. White, Jimmy
The
tion of Cyclamates given to rate ted by fears of harmful residue. Hospital, Paducah.
Bell, Robert Hopkins, Earl]
five days a week.
would require an adult human to - Barletta Wrather, Murray, Ky.
One night Windsor flipped Douglas, Richard Smith, John
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Colson and open her mother's Bible. Her A. White, William Egnor, an
consume 300 bottles of Cyclamate 42071 Phone - 753-1452,
children, Kevin and Cindy, ac- eyes fell on the verse, "Fro Mickey Boggess as hostesses.
sweetened soft drinks daily to get
•• •
companied by Miss Norma what does it profit a man if he
the same concentration of Cyclahostess can help you
The Elm Grove Baptist Chur
mates as was given the rat. - Did you know that... Agricul- Bennett, have been vacationing gain the whole world, and lose
over the anxiety of geteh WMS will meet for the
Patricia Everett, Courthouse, ture and related businesses are in Colorado Springs, Colo. Miss his own soul?"
ting acquainted in new
Benton, Ky, 42025 Phone - 527- the nations largest employers. Bennett only stayed one week and "It told the immediately that mission study program at the
surroundings•and make
6601.
More than 23 million people(30 returned home by airplane, but I had been missing so long," thurch at 7:30 p. m. Mrs. W. A.
you feel at "Home
remained
Colsons
for
a
longer
the
---be
Farmer
the
leader.
will
recalls.
she
percent of total work force) are
Sweet Home," again.
•• •
Don't pass up the opportunity employed in agribusiness.- Max- period.
Windsor cut the ties to her
for further sizeable savings by ine Griffin, Federal Building,
She will bring gifts and
previous We in July, 1969.
W YORK (UPI) - The
substituting multi - use baking Clinton, Ky, 42031 Phone: 653- Mr. and Mrs. Trearnon Adams
- Moves to Capital
vital information from
secret of coping with hot weaHerbert
of
Kroeger
Mrs.
and
sods for a wide assortment-of 2231.
Last fall she got an invitation ther: plan ahead. The more
neighborhood busiLurlene
Ill.,
Mrs.
East St. Louis,
single use products. Inexpensive
ness and civic leaders.
to spent a few days in organized your day, the leas
Reittermann of Atlanta, Ga., Washington, and while here,
soda, for example, can replace
Call
Mrs. Hilda Jones and Mr. and she got a strong feeling that heated, flustered and steamsuch costly grooming staples
ing you will get.
Mrs. Joe, Tower?' of Mayfield she should move to the nation's
as dentifrice, mouthwash, deo'ban 7E3-2373
Take
it
easy
in
the
kitchen
were the guests over the Fourth capital. A short time later she
by
'serving
quick to make, light
of July of Mr. and Mrs. Milburn took her stocks and savings and
Holland of Murray and Mr. and lessed-the house te. Embassy meals. When humidity is high,
Ths Most
cool off-by holding ice cubes
Mrs. Oren Adams of Dexter
Famous Basket
wrapped
n
cloth
to
pressure
In the World*
Route One.
She sees Trinity House as a points -- issilde of wrists, tenMr. and Mrs Steve Robes
son of 814 South 9th Street, Mrs. Donna Wilson Kelly is a sort of Middie-man between the ples. back of neck.
Murray, are the parents of a patient in Room 451. Methodist world and the church.
baby
boy, Gary Lane, weighing Hospital, Louisville, Ky. She is Occasionally she goes to New
The Olga Hampton WMS of the
York to model again.
pounds 74 ounces, born
seven
Sinking Springs Baptist Church
showing improvement after a "I don't think there Is
on Friday, June 26, at 8•46 a.
met Monday, July 6 for the
serious illness.
anything intrinsically evil in
m at the Murray-Calloway Coregular meeting with the unty Hospital.
it," Windsor said. "When I
program study being on "Home They have two other
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Zane model now it is with a purpose
children, Workman and children, Laura
Missions In Mexico" led by Mrs. Sherri Leigh, age
First, to share Jesus Christ,
seven, and
Billy Paschall.
Terry Lynn. age six The fa- and Owen, of Rock Hill, S.C., are and second, to financially
With- 110 beautifully decorated rooms. Right across the
guests this week of his support Trinity
Others taking part in the ther is employed at B. F.
House; and
Good- the
street
from Baptist Hospital and -10eMphis Medical
program were Mtsdames Gerald rich Company, Calvert City. parents, Mr. and Mrs. John perhaps most important of all,
Center:- Swimming Pool.
Dan Cooper, L.D. Warren, Bill Grandparents are Mr. and Workman, 1700 Miller Avenue. to learn to live out my
Collins, and Terry Sills.
.Mrs. Manley Roberson of Rain.
QuIstian commitment in all
The food is exquisitely prepared and served in the conThe call to prayer was givee by
Ale., and Mri and Mei/. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Robertson. situations."
genial atmosphere of the beautiful Prime Rib Room.
Mrs. Harding Galloway. It was, Connie Wyatt of •Kirkael. Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Edd
announced that the Blood River Great grandmothers are Mn. Phillips spent the Fourth of July
and at popular prices.
WMU Will meet at the Flin Claude Roberson and Mrs MS. weekend vacationing in New Whh does the listening?
Baptist Church on July 27 and ude Anglin of Hamilton. Ala. Orleans, Is.
Entertainnient nightly in the Beale Street East Lounge,
•••
URBAJNA, Ill. (UPI) officers will be elected.
Banquets, sales meetings, conferences are welcome at
survey
of
Mrs.
about
Clifford Smith
Mr. and
300 young
Others present, but not
the Sheraton and receive special attention in the beautirecently attended the high school married couples in Peoria and
previously mentioned, were
ful. spacious Olympic and University Rooms.
graduation of their grandson. Decaturc,, MI., seems to cods
Mesdames Bun Wilkerson, What price-sleep
Smith, at St. (lair Shores, firm what some wives have
Raymond Crawford, Marvin
\
YORK (UPI) -Viht Doug
For roaorvations or
Billington, Sonny Lockhart, Gene price
suspected all along. Their hus..leep?. 'Statistics from Mich., and visited their son,
Darnell, James H. Kuykendall,
bands aren't listening.
tutoring call Mea maltreie Ionipany slow Harry Smith and family. They
Crawford McNeely, and Bobby
"More wives than husban
accompanied home by three
Amencans are spending more were
729-3333 la
frim, the latter a new member.
their grandchildren, Gregory, reported
having had dle
thah
million per year on of
alembic Tennessee
Each member brought a gift
and
Portia
Dottie,
cussions,Smith,
who
a
are
report
on
the
on
sleeping pills of various kinds.
in adult Ili 4100
for the new church kitchen.
visiting here and in Dawson going project by the Survey
In addition, millions more
A family barbecue is being
N., 70,
Springs.
U.S.
Research Laboratory of the
are
spent
annually
on des ices
planned for July 31 at the Murray
University
of
Illinois
noted
supposed to aid sleep.
City Park.
Mrs. Roy Strandberg of For. example, nine out of 40
Mrs. Eugene Nance was inehirie merhanii at bed- il,at Redlands, California, is the guest wives reported ;4ft-1iming the
twist..
and
turn,
Nil,r4or,,
Iaitl
hostess for the meeting.
her mother, Mrs. E. C. Jones, purchase of .1
warmers, ne. k rollars.
ar'with
The next meeting will be held
South 10th Strtiet, Murray, who their math. But only eight
masks,
and
reg
oedings th.it Are
EN THE HEART OF THE
on Monday, Atigust 3, with Mrs.
ntly spent a week at the out of It) husikands indicated
CENTRE
to stissAlie
the Baptist Assembly at Ridgecrest discusaing new
Bill Collins as the program sppposed
cars with their
Plenty, Plenty Parking
MagnIficlent Hospitality
leader

To#44 i4106 1isalle4

Sheepskin Explosion Now Producing Too
Many Teachers For The Job Openings
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Model Gives Up Her Career To Devote
Her Life Witnessing For Jesus Christ

PERSONALS

4/

HOME
ti SWEET HOME
5ft, AGAIN

Nvme gq(4,

your

Linda Adams
IJ

Olga Hampton WMS
Has Program Meet
At Church Monday

Dumas come mos.
Billy Long.
who is going blind
from a brain tumor, wears :i. big smile as he sits with Red
Skelton at Skelton's desert home in Cathedral City, Calif.
The bee Moines WV:VC-tad wanted two wishes to come true
while he could still sec a visit to Disneyland and a visit
with Skelton calirornia's Gov. Ronald Reagan read about
Billy and arranged both.

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 751-127s
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It — We Will Gel It —Or It Can't Se Sad

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
Corne To

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
* FRESH KY LAKE CATFISH
COUNTRY HAMS- AND STEAKS
For Reservations)
Private Dining Room
7 Days a Week
6 a.m. to 19 p.m.
•
- J.'C. GALLIMORE

In Memphis Stay at
. SHERATON MOTOR INN

SI

10:01

10:00 art

10,00

.4.__15

SHERATON MOTOR IN

10:0C
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Summer menswear
shows unisex look
NEW YORK (UPI)—Fashion
designers can do their daffiest,
but one place where you will
always be able to tell the men
from the women is on the
beach.
Advocates of the "unisex"
look can deck men out in the
kind of tank suits that ladies
once wore in Mack Sennett
movies—and that's what they
are doing—but it won't work.
The human body, unlike tank
suits, just wasn t built jor a
unisex look.
The designers also are pushing bikinis for men—topless, of
course, except for an occasional
matching beach shirt—and if
there ever was an outfit designed to underscore the difference, that's it.
For after-beach cocktails or
what-not, the peacock look

carries on in designs that once
would have been found only in
women's wear.
Take lace shirts, for instance.
They're big this year, giving
men the sort of elegance they
haven't had since before the
French Revolution.
Or men can lounge about in
bright-colored print shirts that
are sash-tied
at the waist.
Sometimes the shirt colors are
brighter than the tropical foliage of the exotic resorts in
which they are worn.
Men who are looking for
something new that is more
easily recognised as masculine—
even when it's still on the
hangel—needn't abandon hope
and drag out last year's duds.
There are ‘611 plenty of
plain, trim-tailored boxer style
swimsuits for male beach wear.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD INC.

lent
[be
an

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
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But even among these, you can has nothing to do w4h age.
find a new twist.
From 16 to 60 and beyond is
The new idea—one hesitates the general idea.
Other showings will feato say wrinkle—consists of conventionally cut boxer or mid- ture beach wear, knit togs, hat
thigh length suits *ith match- fashions, sportswear, tailored
suits—and one whole show for
ing shirts that the manufacturer
or What the well turned
socks,
made of a sheer polyester and
'show?
will
ankle
called, "and stuck it in his
cotton fabric that is supposed
41,
By ROBERTA ULRICH
mouth. At first he swatted at
to be "tan through."
And there's nothing that
PORTLAND, Ore. (UPI) — it with his paw. I got some
isn't strictly masculine about
Dr. B. Marlowe Dittebrandt leverage and sort of pried.
"He put up his paw and
this year's shirt suits—flaphas performed an autopsy' on
pocketed shirts worn out over
a hummingbird, taken blood pushed on the handle as if to
straight-tailored slacks. The
samples from elephants and help. The top tooth came
news is in the fabric—that most
pned a bone from the mouth loose. I stuck the handle in
his mouth again and he lifted
comfortable summer terry.of a Bengal tiger.
Summer suits in more conShe is not a veterinarian. his paw and helped me pry.
ventional cloth, and cut, are
She is a doctor of medicine and The 'other tooth came loose.
He still speaks kindly to me.
also widely seen, although such
a clinical pathologist.
Despite her friendship with
slightly splashing plaids as the
Her job as laboratory se7 _
windowpane add a contempopervisor for the Portland Zoo, the Bengal tiger she find the
rary air.
however, covers a multitude cats among the more difficult
animals
to
work
with.
The news here can be found
of chores.
in lapels cut to expose more
"There isn't any - informa- "They're all claws," she said.
Her other cases have inshirt and tie than usual, and
tion about normal blood sugar
oil can round out the look
or tissue composition for ani- cluded a lioness with breast
a barrel-cuffed
y wearing
mals," said Dr. Dittebrandt. cancer and many accidents.
shirt Itnd pulling the cuffs well
"The only time ybu can get She is appalled "at what people
sleeve.
down from _the jacket
samples from .an animal easily., will throw at the animals and
.
t
is when it's sick. We need in their caps." Animals-fiaVe
samples of normal tissues so" choked on balls and balloons.
The Men's Flishions Associawe knew how the7 vary when Sonic are gruised by stones.
tion of America(MFA)is holdthe animal is sick.'
ing its Second Annual Fall-Winrare places
."Ihe has found, for example, have been where elephants
ter Press Preview June 25-28 at _UNUSUAt VISIT—Talking to
born in captivity
newsmen in Dublin, Eire, that a hummingbird is
Point Pleasant Beach, New
'all and survived. It boasts 10
Irish Foreign Minister Patheal and liver" and birds in births
Jersey.
since 1962. Dr.
rick Hillery describes his segeneral "have a high blood
Program notes for the affair
Dittebrandt's studies have incret
visit
to
the
embattled
sugar." She added, "That
emphasize how apparel for
Falls Road area of Belfast, shouldn't be surprising.' They cluded a sperm count on
men—and accessories for same—
Northern Ireland. He said
They have aliigher metabolism Thonglaw, the fater of the
have changed the past few
he
went
to
get
an
"on
the
rate than humans and would .. growing younger generation,
years. For example one showand vaginal—smears
spot' wiaw 4t the /teen.-of
need more atigar.'. ing ia listed -as "Clothing GOIScows
along with efforts to debitter
Protestant
- Catholic
Portland Zoo is famous for
snetics—from the Skin Out."
battling. James Chichester, ist elephant herd, one of the termine 'the gestatiow period
Figure that one out!
of elephants.
Tha "young look" is, of Clark, premier of Northern
a last resort with cats, said the
Ireland,
Criticized
the
visit
course getting much attention.
doctor. "So I got a broom
"It's sort of a joke around
Cabiephoto)
'Antfthese days the young look severely.
handle." Dr. Dittebrandt re- here," said 'Dr. Dittebrandt.

Ailing animals
get her attention

FRIDAY — JULY 10. 1979
"I haven't been very successful in my predictions."
Dr. Dittebrandt didn't set
out to be a microbe hunter
in a zoo. A native of La

t

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
NobQdy else,.And, tbe people who borrow
fury stock in PCA. That way4they tell us
what to do. They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
Its a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need—and use—our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
—3 And we
know how to tailor repayment pro„cft, grams to their production and income.
”.
Talk over your money needs—any season of the year — with a seasoned money'
pro: the man at PCA.'

Jackson Purchase Production .
Credit' Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
305 North 4th Stteet
Phone 753-5602
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6 BIG DAYS -

11%

JULY 13 18

Murray-Calloway County Fair

AT THE JAYCEE FAIRGROUNDS COLDWATER ROAD
See A-Different andExciting
Attraction Every Day!!

Ii

MONDAY, JULY 13, 1970

1

• KDA District 4-H
& FF A Dairy Show
- Kiddies Day
- Country Music

is

ity

- Beef Cattle Shows
- Horse and Mule
Pulling Contest
. Horse Show

*

TUESDAY

-0;

10:00 A.M. - Hol stein-F ries ion
Cattle Shows
7:30 .P.M. - Calloway County
Horse Shows

10:00 A.M. Farm Bureau Day
10:00 A_M.:—Tiaeter Pulling Contest
8:00 P.M.. Battle Of Bands
Teenage Night

10:00 a.m. - Jersey Cattle Show

10:00 a.m. Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show

FRIOAY

*

AVERICX'GRABBER
To Be Given Away Saturday, July 18, 1970
GET YOUR FREE TICKETS FROM MERCHANTS IN THIS AREA NOW,

Grande, in eastern Oregon, she
graduated from Washington
State University with majors
in pre-medicine and pharmacy.
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TV CAMEOS: "Bonanza"

Ponderosa Heads for Its 12th Roundup
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Minimal Relief To Be Provided For Non-Baseball Fans On Ili,

By JACK GAYER
Robert Hampton is featured on "Happy
MacLaine and
NEW YORK (UPI)—For those Mitchum in bites sweet romance Days" for CBS.
who are not basetall fans, the between married man and
NBC's
"Ironeide"
reruns
television networks will provide Greenwich Village girl.
"Warrior's Return." Rehabiliminimal relief from the repeat- The ABC movie repeats leSte tation of ex-convicts involves
ed staples during the week.
"Dial Hot LAW." starring Vince Ironside.
NBC
provides
the
may Edwards as a social worker The CBS movie repeats 1961's
surcease with the annual An- trying to time ,,Iiis counseling "Dear Heart," starring
GeralStar baseball game between the
dine Page and Glenn Ford in
National and American
tary
"Now"
'
documen
ABC's
the story of a small-town woTuesday night, another len has -Vietnam: Topic A." In- man who goes to New
York and
"White Paper" documentary clew, dismission of this tame.
gets involved with a married
specials, "Migrant," on 1s.
TUESDAY
man.
day and Dean Martin's summer
The CBS movie repeats liars "Dean Martin Presents the
substitute Thursday.
Magnificent,"
"Marco Polo, The
Golddig,gers" begins its summer
Highlights:
starring Horst Buchholz in a run on NBC at 10 m replaceSUNDAY
tale of the Venetian's 13th Cen- ment for Martin's regular pro"AAU International Track tury )ourney to China.
gram. Origination is London.
and Field Champions" on CBS—
The annual All-Star baseball Charles Nelson Reilly is master
U.S. vs. France in Paris.
game is on NBC from Cincin- of ceremonim. British actress
NBC's Disney hour repeats nati, preempting regular pro- Josephine
Tewson Is featured on
second half of two-part film ad- gramming for the evening.
this first show.
venture, "The Secrets of the PiABC's movie repeats 1969's
FRIDAY
rate's Inn." Showdown in a "The Challenge," staffing Dar- NBC's "The High
Chaparral"
race for LaFitte treasure.
ren McGavin in a fanciful tale reruns "Time Of Your Life." A
"The FBI" ABC reprise is about a U. S. nuclear confron- gunman challenges
Blue to a
"Summer Terror." A girl kid- tation with an Asian nation.
shoot-out.
ASS ,
naping.
CBS News has a special, "The "The Garden" is repeated for
The CBS Ed Sullivan show is World of Charlie Company," de- NBC's "The Name
Of The
Hoes, Ben and Little Jac the intrepid Cartwrights, lye a distant horizon—a
headlined by Nancy Wilson, tailing life in Vietnam for Corn- ame." Proving a
fashionable
20th season sorne day, perhaps?—in a scene from "Bonanza." The long-running
Jack
Jones
and
Frank
&ratan.
week
and
chiatrist is a fraud.
NBC serial has an estimated 400 million viewers around the wovld each
pans C, Seventh Cavalry, First
The ABC movie repeats 1056's Air Cavalry Division.
relentlessly has kilted off other network shows placed in apposition to it.
ABC's "Here Come The
-Desire Under the Elms," starairs "Debt Of Honor."
ada." It was Greene who estab- them" and has turned to boats ring
By MEL HEIMER
Sophia Loren and Anthony
WEDNESDAY
money a town benefactress
EIGHTY-NINE viewing coun- lished the Academy of Radio for extra-curricular pleasure.
Perkins in notable O'Neill
George Gobel and VIkki Carr
around proves to be
Like Blocker, Michael Landon
tries. Four hundred million Arts in Canada, but he got into
drama.
terfeit.
join host Dee O'Connor on NBC's
watchers per week. Eleven in- TV accidentally. He had per- —the heroic "Little Joe"—was
"Comedy
Tonight"
on CBS "Kraft Music Hall."
The CBS movie rescreens
credibly successful seasons on' fected a stopwatch for use in a good athlete in,, his youth. A
the air, and a twelfth coming up. radio. TV and was in New York Forest Hills, N.Y. native, he with Robert Klein features MarGuests of the Evenly Brothers 1965's "Having A Wild WeekThe saga of TV's "Bonanza" trying to market it when he set a high school javelin mark ty Barris, Peter Boyle, Bar- on ABC are Arlo Guthrie, Mar," starring the Dave Clark
in an a,ge,., of what might_ be met an old friend, the meeting in 195i but that .careex_ended bara Cason and others.
Robbins and Jackie De Shanmit musical group In a
called--paraphrasing Chesterton leading to Lorne's appearance with a torn ligament and Mike
NBC's "The Bold Ones" rethriller.
dropped out of U.S.C., which had eats "Trial of a Mafiosa." non.
flying serials and fading spe- in a "Studio One" drama.
-Medical Center" on CBS re- ABC's "Love, American Style"
From a $10-a-week job in offered him one of 42 athletic Convict seeks freedom despite
cials, will continue this autumn,
peats an episode in which a
ts "Love And The Dating
according to NBC, in mi.:h 'the Canada in radio, Greene has, scholarships tendered him. Like
fia threats.
veteran head nurse tries to hide
puter," "Love And The
Lame vein as before with the of course, become independent- Blocker, too, he was in some
,biONDAY
her physical disability to keep
Husband" and "Love And
exception of David Canary, who ly wealthy. His recording ca- westernls, including a role in the
ABC's'"It Takes a thief" is her job.
Watchdog."
played "Candy" the last couple reer, which began with "Ringo," -."Restless Gun" series, before
'Fortune
City."
Underground
-The Smothers Brothers Sumof seasons but won't be on the brings him in a sizeable share of producer David Dortort (who
SATURDAY
--41115,
Tv this time around.
loot and he makes countleits produced that series) tapped uclear test plot.
mer Show" is on ABC.
The weekly major league
"Gunsmoke" on CBS is "A
The Mg, !Trawling 'Menem gueerlipMfairees on vide*. — l'ihn to be Little
— THURSDAY
telecast Is on NBC.
• • •
t." Dispute between two oldprogram, with its locale of
Landon is the triple-threat
NBC preempts "Daniel Boone" "ABC's Wide World of Sports"
western Nevada in the frontier
rs over a het involves Mar- for a new "White
RICHES HAVE come, too, to man of the three,stars of the
Paper" docu- vers the international invitedays of the 1870s, was the first big Dan Blocker, the Texan who show. He has written 12 origti Dillon.
mentary, "Migrant," a study in ional swimming and diving
hoar-long- color- series on -TV. says- that when lw v..as grow- inal scripts -for- "Bonanza". and NBC"s "-Monday Theater" of'Florida of itinerent agricultural
pionships at Santa Clark,'
and it shows no signs of slack- ing up in dust-bowl country, also directed two of the shows, rs "The Kowboys". Four
teen- workers.
lif.
,- ening. CBS and ABC, of course, he'd be given a new pair of including the widely-acclaimed
gers in the frontier west get
ABC's "Animal World" has The Ray Stevens NBC variety
have taken their best shots at shoes every two years. He was one, "The Wish," with guest
volved
in
a
stage
holdup.
"Oomingmak — The Mink Ox,"
features Mama Cass El•'Bonanza" with good, solid the son of a farmer-blacksmith star Ossie Davis. He's got a
NBC's movie repeats "'Two a closeup of this odd animal.
shows in the same time, but who, "Hoes" says, over a period wife and three kids, is still a
and Lulu.
or
The
Seesaw,"
starring
Starthe Ponderosa and its clientele of six years cleared 80 •acres physical culture "nut" and Is the
Orchestra Leader Lionel NBC's movie rescreens 1906's
have triumphed all the way.
"with his bare hands and an undisputed arm-wrestling cham• • •
pion of the Paramount lot.
• • •
IT SEEMS almost impossible,
Blacker,- ,who' has a master's
so easily does he fill the role of degree frchii`Stivitbss-fttete and, "BONANZA" is being filmed
Ben Cartwright, but Lorne once was a good amateurlight- for next season, as usual, at ParGreene never did a western er, is unlike Greene in that`lie amount's Hollywood studios and
before "Bonanza." A Canadian, played a number of western on location in the Sierra NeGreene got into the radio side roles, including one on "Gun- vadas, various ranch sites near
of show business after training smoke," before he went • with Los Angeles and the Mojave
at New York's Neighborhood "Bonanza." He used to spend Desert. Come September, then,
Playhouse, and was known at his extra money on racing cars, it will be the mixture as before,
one time as the "Voice of Can- but says now. -I can't get into No end seems in sight.
Distributed by Xing Futures Syndicate
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"The Spy With A OW Nose," official.
starring Laurence Harvey in a "The Engelbert Humperdinck
story about a binnbIng lirttWiShow" on ABC repeats a proagent involved in "bagging" a gram headlined by DAL, Ray
bulldog being given to a Soviet Charles ad Jarry L.
* ••

Family pleasing courses
Joie. east

MANILA (U PI)- 13taIle and
administrators of the 34 universities and colleges in the
Philippines have proposed the
inclusion of family planning in
liberal arts,
education and
-lel science courses.

HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Broadway actress Verna Bloom
joins Peter Fonda and Warren
Oates in Universal's "The Hired
H and."

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Answet

to Yesterday's Pt112141

0100 =MU GICIO
VO2 OBBAJ omo
mnamiu BOUGIPU
ii1WW 61001J
OdAg MO mmou

DOWN
1 tee card
2-Shrunk
1 Performs
3-Prepossion
5 Stiffly procer
9-Lrft eith
4 Crafty
lever
5-Tab idly
6 Thinness
12-Composed
WolENBA9H
7-Prefix not
13 Incarnation of
momm I1JIUE ono
11-Delace
Vishnu
ogoan on mom
9-Carpenter's
14 Confederate
tool
WW1111
.__10-lsoos it
15
=quo ORIAUGI
,
sone
OM UMW L IE
114114 piammin
16-Pwisd
E
E
WCIU
000M0
124,1wa1 eliding
18-Inlet
JO
if-Exists
20-Touchdowlt •
21-Common
(abbr.)
contraction
51 Negative
33-Cleaning
22-Me
53 Note ot scale
substance
23.Flower
24-BresS
56 Anocs
25-Releves
35-Female ruffs
wafted),
26 Ffeevertey
27Matay canoe
35-River in Africa
Se Yetssi
60-Sktif
body
29.Short
40-Valley (poet )
61 Near
27 Laud
jacket
43-AM
62 Proceed
31-Cloth measure 25 Reeked
46-Singing mtcrf
30-Girl's
64 Behold]
32-Classrfies
66 Pronoun
48 Mono&
nickname
34-River tei
Betigium
9 SO 11
36 Nolo of
'3 4 .
scale
-37-Morenvant
39-Football team
41 -Pronoun
42-Metal fosterer
44-Deperl
24
25 26
45 Place
47-Real estate
map
49.14arrow
32
olaaning
50.P-endue
52-Wile of Gersint
37
ea-r
deity
42
55-Conpunction
57-Let tali
43
59-Symbol *or
tantalum
61-1fkrit gone by
,63.Toward shelter
tC,5*.t7
59 60
65-Hebnns
measure
"
6
r
61
%-.;7
67-Rocky hilt
1.•
611.Seed
67
containers
Nett. by United Fe lure Syndicate, gsc.
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curse'!"
WOW Hall - trd
Bible School
Worship Service
SivemIng Service

UNITZD PICNTA
CHUZLII
New Concord on Id
School
Sunday
Morning Worship „
Evening Worship
SPRING CBIEBE
Morning Worship
,
Training Union
Evening Worship

NOITHSIDIE BA
Womb fp Service
Evening Service
SIBILINCI SPRINGS
CZURCE
Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship

OAR 02011111 CUB
Morning warlocks
Kyr-nine Wfw**11,

..

TIM? 4111111111'TAN
111 N. Fifth S
Worship Hour
Even trim Service

HAZEL 15A1-T113.1 (
E. IL Wbscheeter,
worship
Training

1..4.1.00

SV*12 Ins

W °right° .

POPLAR eraneGi
oar RCN
Route 5 - Patten
t7a.
1rnhiS Worship
big triton
Evening V,orshlp

0. 114

NT. PLBASANT CUE
PILIDOSTTIEIAN
Morning Worship .
Etnntlisx Night Service

WS!MAX Ca.!
11.11.E. CHUB
Beat Malberri

11100

Peanuts*
Pr %till:TS

by Charles M. Schulz
APPAgEraLie -THERE's BEEN
5‘141E TRouftE ABOUT Doer)
BEN* 5ENT 113 YET NAM,AND
THEN NOT 6ETTIN6 BACK..

Worship Servioe
Evening Worship

..i5.SCE BAPTIST
booth Ninth I

ALL I KNOW I5 I WENT TO THE
DAI9e HU_ PuffPie FARM 10 MAKE
A 5PEEcH
EC LOHomPED
WITH A 1)06 015H,TRAPPED IN A
LOST THE SMOKE

Morals. Worship
Worship Service
Buie)

Highway 444, New (
Morning Worship ...
Evening Worship ...

TELEVISION SCHEDULES
VISII•TY Schedule

'
• C.444-4--2

Channel 4

SUNDAX.
11:55 News
7:05 Farm Digest
6:30 Wonderful World of Disney 12:00 Noon Show
1:00 Days of our Lives
7:15 Report From Washington 7:30 Bill Cosby Show
1 . Doctors
7:30 Day of Discovery
&00 Bonanza
2:00 Another World-Bay City
8:00 Gospel Country
9:00 Bold Ones
2:30 To Tell the Truth
8:30 Movie "Lost Lagoon"
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
3:00 Another World. Somerset
11:00 This is the Life
10:30 Tonight Show
3:30 Lost In Space
10:30 Herald of Truth
4:30 Ralph Emery Show
11:00 Community Worship
5:2.5 Weather
11:30 Insight
MONDAY
5:30 Huntley-Brbikley
12:00 Meet the Press
6:00 Morning Show
6:00 Dateline Today
12:30 Frontiers of Faith
7:00 Today Show
6:30 My World & Welcome To It
1:00 Wild Kingdom
00 It Takes Two
7:00 Monday Theatre "The
1:30 Political Speech
945
News
2:00 Political Speech
Kowtoys"
9:30 Concentration
7:30 Movie "Two
2:30 Political Speech
for
the
3:00 Movie "Inherit the Wind" 10:00 Sale of the Century
Seesaw"
10:30 Hollywood Squares
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
5:00 Sound of Youth
11:00 Jeopardy
1030 Tonight Show
5:30 Frank McGee Report
11:30 Who, What or Where
12:00 Aveig_ers
6:00 Dateline Today

by Ernie Busbauller

Nancy
SQUEEZE SOME OF
Th
YOUR SUNBURN CREAM
)
,..
ON MY HEAD
O.K.
AA(

PUT MORE
ON—DON'T

E

OKAY, SAY
E Nj

SO CHEAP

Stokes Tract

Massey-F.,

Industrial Hoi

Kiddiad
"Ira Fl
Free Delivery I
Try Our Deficit
Sycamore at 12th
E.*

fiLAC-Tt Schedule

Channel 5
Abbie 'N Slats

SUNDAY
6:30 Summer Semester
7:00 Tom & Jerry
7:30 Batman
8:00 Carl Tipton Show
840 Heaven's Jubilee
30 Look Up and Live
10:00 Faith for Today
1Cr30 The Answer
11:00 Mormon Tabernacle Choir
11:30 Face the Nation
12:00 Navy For Peace
12:30 Make Room For Daddy
1:00 Soap Box Derby
,f00 AAU Track & Field
5:00 WLAC -TV Reports
5:30 News
6:00 Lassie6:30 To Rome With I ove
7:00 Ed Sullivan Show
8:00 Comedy Tonight
9:00 Mission: Impossible

I Authorised

10:00 Weekend Report
1,0:30 Mery Griffin Show
12:00 Sign off
_

MONDAY
545 Country Journal
6:00 News
6:30 Jake Hess Gospel Show
6:55 Morning Watch
7:55 Wake Up With Jackie
11:0-0 Captain Kangaroo,
8:300 Mike Douglas SIM
1000 Andy of Mayberry
10:30 Love of Life
11:00 Where Heart Is-News
11:30 Search for Tomorrow
12:00 News '

by R. Van Buren

12:05 Old Time Singing Con,
12:30 As The World Turns
1:00 Love Is A Many Splendored
THIS HAS oar 7' BE HOME
Thing
PORT,/
T' icKEP OUT0'
1:30 The Guiding Light
SIGHT, SNOOP AROutaD AN
'2:00 The Secret Storm
FIND OUT WHAT THESE
2:30-The Edge of Night
CRUM IS UP -60!
3:00 Gomer Pyle, USMC
3:3fr Gilligan's Island
4:00 Movie "Touch of Eyll.,

12-100
1210
1:00
2:00
3:00
3:30
4:00

Mercur
Fiberglas& and
Sales
W. End Eggner's
Pbc

The His.. Tao C
/
1
2 Mile West
Aurora Rd. -RI. 1

Clauc

5:25 Weather
--5:30 Evening News
6:00 News, Weather, Sports
6:30 Gunsmoke
7:30. The Lucy Show
8:00 Mayberry RFD•
8:30 Doris Day Show
9:00 Wild Wild West
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
10:30 Mery Griffin Show
12:00 Sign Off

Plumbing, Heat'
Commercial and RI
--- Repairs & Install
501 N.

Holida,
Featuring Fresh Ky.
Open All Year'
Aurora, Ky

Lir Abner

by Al Capp

WSIX-TY Schedule Channel II
SUNDAY

7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
10:00
10:30
• WOO
11:30

Mac]

-AN'NOW
12:30 Let's Make A Deal
TO GM
Blondes"
Children's Gospel Hour
1:00 Newlywed Game
/YORE
6:00 Land of the Giants
House of Worship
A
1:30 Dating Game
7:00 The FBI
MA RRlinNE
Oral Rol:oats Presents
CHEERFUL
2:00 General Hospital
—:00 Movie "The Interns"
IS HER EEN
America Sings - REFUND!!
2:30 One Life To Live
10:15 News, Weather, Sports
Rex Humbard
AsiduLLEDy
Park
Shadows
3:00
10:30 Movie "Desire Under the
Musical Hart Family
3:30 Beverly Hillbillies
Elms"
Discovery '70
4:013. Lucy ShOw
Tbe, Werld Terriorrew
4,0 R eal McCoys"
The Sego Brothers .i.
'
1420 Wells i•
=stanac Kra,
700 Bozo's-131g Top
5:30 Dick Van Dyke
At Issue
1:00‘.11tHalie, advy '
1Thrs;Weathat, SPOTts
issues and Aimareas
30-11e Said - She Said
6:30 It Takes,A Thief
Bronco
0:00 Bearitdhed
7:30 Movie "Dial Hot Line"
Roller Derby
1Ct30 That Girl
3:30 Now
Buck Owens Show
11:00 Hest of Everything
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
Bill Anderson Show
AND
11:30 A World Apart
10:30 Movie "Nightmare In The
e,L,REko OF COG
LICEISES
Movie "Gentlemen Prefer 18:00 All My
7.ro
.a&ci.R1PCE
hildr en
Sun"

Murray
Rebuilt Engines &
Repaired- A Ger
605 Maple Street

Tom's 1

Lassiter

41111b
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NORTH PLEASANT filLOTE
ClUilBERLADI D
OnniC111
10:00 rialk
141096a, 150&001
. /1.00 a.re
iiarakar Worship

-o 0011EZN METHODIST
0111:111C111
First and Tided Sundays:
Smday Sabo& .... 10:00 am.
Nene, .... 11:00
1114111MI lad Paurth Sundays:
10:05 am.
Sabsoi
Banda,
TOO
SiReablp Servlim
LYNN GROIN
METHODIST CHURCH
Flint and Third Sundays:
MURRAY cwracz OF
9:46 IWO.
Worship Service
THE NAZARENE
Monday School .... 10:46 cm.
South 15th and Plainview
iscond and Fourth Sunday:
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10 - 00 rA.M.
Sunday School .
Morane.Worship
11:00 a.m
11 -00 a..01.
Worship Service
TEMPLE MILL
caracil
METHODIST
UNITED
Preaching:
COLE'S CAMP GROUND
Find and Third Sunday, at 11 cin.
METEODDIT CHURCH
Preaching:
Rev. Jerry Lechery. saster
cm.
9:30
Sundays
at
had and 4th
Taut Sunday:
BU/SELLS Ceara%
Ilm'sday Schoor
10:00 cm.
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Osgood Sunday:
Preaching:
limulay School
10:00
First and Third Sundays 9:10 cm.
Worship Service
11:01 am
Preaching:
Third smanar:
End and 4th Sundays at 11 cm.
Sunday Sr•
00 a.na
Peluso Sunday
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
A •. em
Worsht
51,
-*
le,
CHURCH
Sunday School .... 10:46 am
Main & Broach Streets
& Papaw
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
CHURCH 03 CHRIST
10:30
Morning Worship
senier
Holy Communion Each Third
Bible Ilelicrol
' 9:46 maa
Sunday at 10:30
Worship Hour .
10:40 a.m.
Evening Worahip
:00 p.m.
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAT SAINTS
Servioe• held at 16th and Sycamore
NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
CRUNCH OF CHRIST
CHESTNUT IITILLET
Bible flamer
..
10:00 car.
TAMEN &MR
Worship & Preaching
10:00
Chem & Chestnut
Evening Worship
• 7:041 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 A.M.
RIM
GROVE
Morning Worship
11:00 A.M.
BAPTIST CHURCH
Evening Worship
7:30 P.M.
IIIIRday School
10:00 aas
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
Werghtp 11:00 cm. and 7:01 p.m
CHURCH
rto
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
•
310 irvan Asa
CHRIST OF LIVITISE-DAT . "
1j.
te
Sunday School
.
itArinsSunday Evening WoreadS-T.
-11F3E- Mesta,
head in the white Asp* AO—
WEST MURRAY CM:TICE
OMR SHEPHERD 171141TED
.tflaq
Or CHRIST
IESTWODTST CHURCH
;
South llth Street
(Parsterty Now Meg" and
Stoselsy Walsh*
10:110
Sulphur Springs Chr-earcei
Smiday worship
609 am- Church School
1:00 cm. ;A
pe
,'
Worship
rs
Service
21 .30 cm. •

VIDE VOU ir0 MIS CHURCH
HURRAY CHIRDITIAH
GREEN PLAIN careen
01 CHRIST
CHURCH
WOW Ran - 3rd a mania
Mona*, Worship
10:46 cm.
Evenbis Worship
7:00 p.m.
Bible School
210 a.m. Wed. Bible Study
7:90 p.m.
Worship Service
10.41 am.
ST. LSO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Evening Service
7:01 p.m.
401 N. 12th Street
Ray. Hartle Mattingly, pester
UNITED PICNTACOSTAL
Sunday Mai,..: I cm 11. a m and
CHURAH
4:30 p.m.
New Conoord on Hwy. 444
COLDWATER UNITED
, Bonoot
Sunda)
10:00 am.
Horning Worship
METHODIST CHUB( H
11'00 cm
Jima Baker, Paster
Evening Worship
7:00 p rn.
First
Sunday
SPRING CHEER BAPTIST
Church School
10:00
Horning Worship ... 11:00 cm. WorahlTs SArykAA
11'00
Training Union
. . . 7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship .
5:00 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST
NORTIlaID It BAPTIST
Worship Service
10:00 cm
6.10 pm
Worship Service
11:00 am Training Union .
Evening Service
7:00 p.m
EILKANTHIL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
ariaanto gramme BAPTIST
Morning Worship
CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Morning Worship ..
11:00 a.m. Evening Worship
7:30 pan.
Tram Mg Union
5:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
:30 p.m.
WEST FORE BAPTIST
OAR OROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CMURCE

Morning Worship
. 11 00 cm.
Training Union
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship . .. 6:80 p.m.
Morning 'Norval)
.. 11:00 a.m.
Weren't,
1.00 p.m
LOCUST GROVE
, CHURCH OF THE NAZAAENE
FIRS? CHRISTTA/C-13111e114-Klrksey, Kentucky
111 N Fifth wrest
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Worship H3ur
unday Night Service . 7:00 p.m
10:30 a..m. ,
Evening Service
7:00 pm.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
r-IIIMBYTF.RIAN

MAZ.V.L BAI Tigi CHURCE
E. R. Wineheer..r. petstor
'A °map
Training
Evening '1\ urea°

11:00 a.m.
•• 8.30 P-155..
• 7:89 11.ni.

POPLAR SPRINGS

circa=

atmday School
Preaching

Horning Worship„,..,,,11:00
:60 p.m.
Training Vn lon
Evening Worship
• II:30 u.nt.

"LSAT BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
15:411 &SS
Leonine Worship
,/1:311
FIRST A SIMISLT OP GOD

XT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN MICE( E

South 15th and Glendale Reed
ft went!) Service ...
Sunday night

11:09 am.
I OP p.m.

HAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
101 East Mulberry Street
Worship Berrie
,
•
Evening Worship .

11:00 cm.
7:20

...THE BAR OF JUSTICE IN MY COURT.
"Man must pay for the error he makes,
the sin he commits...he must reap what
he sows." Surely God tempers justice
with mercy in His judgments upon us
every day.It is that way too,in this judge's court,
because he thinks principally of salvation
for the man before him. Too often transgressors, both young and old, resent the,
kindly-intended judge. fie sts
in court to
serve his country and the will of God.
It would be well to remember
that God shall
bring every work into judgment.
And that people who go to church more,

.JNEVESSITT CHURCH
OF CHRIST

11:90 cm.
7.00 p m.

tilACE BAPTIST CHURCH
South Ninth Street
Igaragag Worship

FIRST MTETHODIET CHURCH
Fifth sad M•pre streets
Morning Worship
9:46 & 10:50 a.m.
KIRItsET BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
MICHORIAL otAPTIVIT -MUNCH
Yalu Street at 10th
9:40 cm
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:110 cm.
Evening Worship:
9:30 p.m.
(Sept.-March)
7:30 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
NEW MOUNT CAIIIMIEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
8:10
Evening Worship
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:$0 cm
Morning Worship
7:30 P.M
wenn* WOTIMIP

learrirr

Route 3 - PliPartgreln

Moraine worship
Seeeee Markt Barrier

10:00 cm.
11:00 cm.

106 North. 15th Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

, 10:30 a.m.
0:00 p.m.

FIRST PRESBYTEILIAN
CHURCH
Charles H. Meticet, Paster
7:041
Church School
9:30 am.
Service of Worship .... 11.00 am.
1ST _

10,46 am.

Worship Elervioe
BLOOD RIVER B

_IV/TNERSISA
PEND
geTos:•:-- " 10
rth Fourth Street
se 1. Random
Morning Worship ... 11‘
:.
011 a. sa.
Watchtower Study
. 10:30 am
Evening Worship
. Bible Lecture Sunday
9:10 am.
0:10 9* a
"
'
Highway 441, New

d

COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...
Stokes Tractor & hnplernent Co.

- HAP-PROVIDENCE
CIEVIICH OF CHRIST
7113enaay School
10 am.
Morning Worship s
11 a.m.
Evening Worship .... 6:30 p.mKrERSET UNI11110
METHODIST CHURCH
Worship Service:
11:09 a.m. A 4:00 p.m
SEVENTH DAT ADVENTIST
CHURCH
16th & Syne:nen
1:00 pm
Sabbath School
Worship Service
1:00 p.m.
UNION uROSE CHURCH
OP CHRIST
..... 10:00 am.
Sunday School
10:60 cm
Worship Service
11:30 p.m.
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY CIIIIIICM
OF CHRIST 11urray-Pottertoten Road
Morning Worship
1,:111 SM.
Evening Worship
A • 6:101
•

The aural in toe
— form a corokonewon
for good. Every milA,
woman and vivid nowis
Si. influenc• of the
church. So, come IM
us go .nto th• house
of the Lord. WO IA
support her program
of ser.,,c• to human.
ay, be a fe•hful work.
or, • dimly b;ble reed•r and attend services
regularly.

go to court less.

Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
"The

Friendly Funeral Home"
24 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped
----Skala. 4th Street
Phone 753-4612-

Massey-Ferguson Sales & Service
Industrial Road

los le The earth

-

Phone 753-1319

•

MARTINS CHAPEL LiWTTED
METHODIST CHURCH
Worship Servies
91110
Church tiohoois
Jiso

1 *SANT GROVE
sot= 12
UNITED METHODIST Cams m
10:40 am. mg
Moran* Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
• 1"
SIBETICES
Partner. Am. and 17th Street
14111:00 am
•
Sunday
cm.
11:00
A
School
:
Ihmday

SALEM BAPTIST Cement
Sunday School
10.00 cm.
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Evening Worship
7.26 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
Morning Worship
11 .00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.

OSBERT CORNER BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 am
Sunday School
Morning worship
11- cm.
livening Worship
7 p.m.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th & Main
Sunday School
9:15 am.
Horning Worship
10:30 am.
r

Nine Homes Court
Mayfield Highway 121 -

Kentodui fried Ckieksa

.

i
l

"Ws Finger Llkin' Good"
Free Delivery en Orders of $2.00 or More
Try Our Delicious Beef & Ham Sandwich
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753-7101

—•

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Holiday Inn

After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:30 •.m. to 1:30 p.m.
U.S. Hwy. 641 South
Phone 753-5986

Stra -

mow
,
—

r

Sue Sr Charlie's Restaurant

Ya Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Rd. - Rt. 1 Hardin, Ky. — Ph.

68 at Aurora

Phone 474-2202

Claude Vaughn

.. •

Grecian Steak House

.•48'
.:.

•

A Friend

1

Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines & Transmissions - Radiators
Roltolred - A Complete Parts Department
605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424

r“
-!'.

Tom's
Pizza Palace
_
!Us Bitni4

inizil* Kmwgivciff7 .....:,..

_

Beal's Tune-Up & Carburetor
Service
Lifetime Muffler Installation 4 Service
Tailpipes Made to Order for Cars and Boats
North 4th Street
Phone 753 8119

-Southside Restaurant
—put,-twompf aviv'--

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri.
and Sat.
Ifiklier Kasen -ralt les
,....___ fee Churches., Clubs and AR
Seel& Meetings
So. Side Manor Shopping Center
753 3802

North IRK Stiet4' --- - IPtione

7S3 7221

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Retishes - Salads
Meat%
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service
Open Sundays

Hwy. 641 North

Phone 753 2700

Storey's Food Giant

Ellis

Bel Air Shopping Center

J. W. Young

NS N. 9th St.

Phone 7534448

.

•

518 W.

Main

.
,

-753-3251

1

641 Super Shell
• • rm.
Pick-Up and Delivery
.-

Phone 753-7724

_

Calloway Co
--linty 301,
Improvement Association

Bowling Al Its Best — Fine Food

Owner
Hugh Adam
Portable Service - Custom Wrought Iron
Fabrication Reid Repair
Main & Industrial 110,,
Phone 753-1378

1415 Main Street

Five Points

Sendai Farm Families Since 1986
Industrial Road
Phone 75311134

Phone 753-235

Ezell Beauty School ----

•

Idea)-Drive-in

•

Beauty Services To All . .. At School Prices
''We Build Successful Cares"t

Phone 753 7992

406 No. 4th St.

Phone 753-4723

•

G AND H MOBILE HOMES,__

Murray Warehouse Corp. Inc.

New _8 Used
Grain D,,11041
Fumes Elli,. Mr
Phan*,
—
.Hutsgri_

E

W.

Outland. Supt.'

.' Q220

.AI Cs SIERVIGE Apall PAPA "II.ASTAL,
_ _
----•
OSLO. 1404.3014
_isit P.s. 4311.1110110
.

' -10.14 0 C.ser,,nr,
ves-ecien
lio

-

---in-joor -Comfort . j"
ite7
1 1111
.
ChernmolSighe hic..---.....,Oivisiew-ei-Freeti-Gotin

_____ 1Per-All-lione• Fertilised Reed*"
mynas, iie.
ph •", 753-1933 .

___

.-.-

..hic.

-

_-_-.-

'Heating • Sheet Metal- Air Conditioning
Phone 75341132

(112

Used rare --- Minor Er
-pain
Day 753-5862
Night 753-35411

Jobbers of Shell Oil Products

Murray and

Mayfield

-Stectess—eafir---Nationdi

Hotel Building

-

.1
Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
fii(:,(,- -:

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

-

ttitt

•

Lynhurst . Resort
Col. and Mrs. Themes E. Brown
- Owners
Phone 4364f45
- - Or 4i111:5376 '

••••••

•

Open 641 cm. ,7%-; Ogee 12:00 p.m.
South 12th Strqs*- Phone 753-9131

.•

Coiiie
tt Lana-*,-Ise.
.

...,

9th at Chestnut

Lassiter Auto Sales ,

Herman K.
-

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.

11
/
4 ,._._,

Hornet

Adams Ornamental Iron and
Welding
We ng

..,••

I

Rebel -

Residential - Commercial Farm — Building Lots
and Lake Property - Buying - Selling - Leasing

Holiday Restaurant

SFeeturing Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish a Bar
Open Ali Year — 6:00 •.m. he 9:011 -15411'
p.m.
Aurora, Ky
Phone 474-22211

That's Interested In You

-,

Shirley. florist

,' j

. 1.11K- ... Guy SPann
6 • • .• Real Estate Agency

TOM ANDREWS
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
YOUR HOST
•
Steaks • Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Service
. Commercial and Residential — Sales & Seice
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Sleek - Tue., Ribeye
—
Repairs & Installation — Gas & Sewer
Steak
_' Wed., Ground Sirloin. Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
Phone 753-6168
601 N. 4th
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419
I

1

Yews

Wm. E. Dodson

Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points

_

The cleaner

—

Robert

Cain & Treas Motor Sales
Atilbassador -

On Hwy

Boone's Incorporated

American

Famous Fish Dinners

*coo

Phone 753-5209

Dealer

Murray Livestock Company
. ,. .
'
' at...‘
Sal* Every '
Twasfay
1 p.m. - Ph. 753-5334

Fresh Ky. Lake Fish Dinners
SPsci•I Rata to Church Parties of 15 or Over
oPen 7 Days A Week `rnm 5 a.m to 9 p m
Aurora Rd. on Hw 68
Ph. 474-2259

am*

Tire

1105 Pogue - ikliock E. of S 1211* Phone 753-145

Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales, Parts, Service - Complete Boating
Supplies
94E. at Murray Bait Co.
Phone 753 37'34

The Hitching Post
ki. The Old Country Store

....,... •
Tour Uni-Royal

Buildings

vim—

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

Authorised Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fiberglass and Aluminum Boat Repair
Sales and Service
W. End Earner's Ferry - U.S. N (Aurora)
Phone 4744344

Carroll Tire Service

Phone 753-1675

So. 4th

Mack & Mack

el

IS —

Shady Oaks

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

@OP P I iptitif

Or-

.,

1
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Warmest of Ky..People Programs
Gets Replacement Funds to Go On
Perhaps the warmest of the "people programs" under the administration of Gov. Louie B. Nunn is the foster grandparent project which seeks to supply the love and individual attention needed
by children in the commonwealth's two hospital-schools for the
mentally retarded.
•
The program was jeopardized by a five per cent cutback in
federal HEW funds until Dr. Dale Farabee, commissioner of the
Kentucky Department of Mental Health, authorized expenditure
of state funds to make up the deficit and to allow for continuation
of the program.
e five elderly foster
And not so incidentally, to permit
grandparents, who might have been lost by a cutback, to stay
at their posts,-supplying the love and care for their foster charges,
and receiving their love and thanks in return.

PINESS IS THE LITTLE THINGS
.surprise is a bluebird pin

NOTICE

NOTICE

MONTGOMERY WARD I CO.
(Serving America for 95 Years)
Offers an exciting opportunity to operate a business Of your own. We are interested in a qualified Sales oriented
person with previous retail experience to own and operate a catalog store in Murray, Kentucky.
If you are willing to accept responsibility in return for a
future in your own business, write giving full personal
qualifications to:
EL DEAN WACHS
Montgomery Ward
Paris, Tenneesertimi
_

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOUR BEDROOM, two story brick veneer borne in Canterberry Estates. Two baths, double garage, family room
with fireplace, closets galore. All carpeted, distinctive
styling and in city school district. You must see this
house.
BEAUTIFUL SPLIT LEVEL home in Sherwood Forest on
large wooded lot. Five bedrooms, three baths, cedar
shake roof, all built-ins, carpets, deluxe in every way and
can be bought with extra lot. If you want the best, this
is it.
THREE BEDROOM MODERN year around bane at Panorama Shores on beautiful water front lot. Has two baths
and large fireplace.
LARGE COMMERCIAL LOT at 515 South 4th Street, with
old house. Lot size 100x254. Fine business location.
-LOVELY HOME IN Sherwood ForeaL Four bedrooms,
Ilinmal dining room, 2% baths, cenUal beet and air. On
biro wooded lot.
BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME on South 6th Street. Has
full basement, two fire places, large wooded lot.

JULY
EN

of LATEST $TYL
Selection SHOR1
LONGS . . .

REDU

ENTIR1

DRESS PANTS
WASH & WEAR
-SHORT SLEEVE
KNIT SHIRTS _
WALK SHORTS
SWIM WEAR __,

"PLENT1
BEAUTIFUL air-conditIoned 3.
YOU ARE cordially invited to bedroom brick, family room,
attend a gospel meeting with double carport, storage room,
the Coif:twiner Church of Christ, pony stable, city water, five
July 6-11 Services are at 3acne Erred road- Near Bon'
,
o'clock each afternoon and it on, Kentucky. $35,500. Phone
TEC
7:45 each evening. Mr. 0. D. 1-602-527-8197.
tas "esker'
July-10-CTWO LOTS at Panorama Shores.
located on Jacks Creek. Call 436TENC
TO THE FARMERS of this 22EQ.
area The Shoemaker Livestock
Company would like to come WANT TO LIVE in the couninto your homes by mama of try? One year old three-bedTINLE WORKS WONDERS
radio and television, but we room bone, near Almo Heights,
. .iitst being there is enough
are small operators and after 5 minutes to Murray. Howard
July-1117c_
we pay our bills and eat, there G. Brag, 11,6410111.
is not much left to pay for adpuppies,„
SHEPHERD
GERMAN
vertising. But we want you to
pick of seven. To be ;register' THEY TEACH-ANDCARE
know our prices will be in line
ed. Call or see Howard G. Bum
(Photo Story by Karen Tam)
. .learrtiniseiffeeding means a lot
with the other nine buying ate- 753-1631, Almo, Kentucky.
..
.
tions in this area. We want and
July-13-C
need your bogs and will al• I- of-twes than men. ao:
Gals easy on ties
replacements,
needing
we
can
before
best
the
very
well
and
do
with
deep
25 ACRES
' a tire encipan,
• California. produces about ways
AKRON. Ohio(
oiss study
average 20,000
for you. Thanks for all you pond, new home, electric heat,
while men
Goody
conp
the
wine
cent
<if
per
80
Men drivers get about 11),INXI
I showed that weasels drivers miles, with some getting as sumed in the United .States. have done for us. Ellis and bath and basement. See two
mile, more wear out of a set average about :10_000 tildes little as 12,000 miles.
Ju/y-11:1C miles west of Lynn Grove, then
Myrtle Shewmakerturn at Crittenden Store, south
two miles. M. Roberson.
IN THE CALLOWAY
July-10-P
QUARTERLY COURT CIVIL
McKssaise

••••*"

ACTION FILE NO. 1761
NEWLY redecorated house on
AUTO AND TRUCK PARTS, corner lot. Has four large
INC_, PLAINTIFF,
rooms, nice apartment attachVS.
ed for income. Reasonably pricNOTICE OF SALE
ed. Phone 753-6229 or 753-8012.
BROOKS C. DARNELL, DEJuly-1-C
FENDANT.
The following described pro- KENIANA SHORES, Lot sizes
perty will be sold on the north 80' x 200' to 288' x 250', sepsteps to the entrance of the arate units for mobile homes.
Callovray County Courthouse, at Some lake front lots. Lake acone o'clock on the afternoon cess for all lot owners. Small
of July 31, 1970, by the Sheriff monthly payments at simple
of Calloway County, Kentucky, 6% interest. Phone '436-5320.
July-11-C
as ordered by the above identified Court. Said property of
Brooks C. Darnell, the above
identified Defendatit, was le
BEST SELLERS
vied upon by the Sheriff in
(UPI)
order
of
axe
an
obedience to
(Compiled by Publishers' Weekly)
cution issued by said Court
The property sold shall be for
Fiction
cash and delivery may be obTHE FRENCH LIEUTENANT'S
tained immediately upon the
WOMAN -John Fowles
completion of the sale. The proLOVE STORY - Erich Segal
perty may be inspected by comTRAVELS WITH MY AUNT municating with the undersignGraham Greene
ed Sheriff.
MR. SAMMLER'S PLANET Said Property Is: One CI) 12automatic Saul Bellow
Browning
gauge
shotgun, 28-inch modified choke THE GODFATHERS - Mario
b:.rrel; one (1) 30-30 Winches- Puzo
ter lever action rifle; one (1) THE GANG THAT COULDN'T
gasoline powered riding lawn- SHOOT STRAIGHT - Jimmy
Breslin
•
mower.
This the 8th day of July, A BEGGAR IN JERUSALEM Elie Wiesel
1970.
Clyde Steele, Sheriff ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF
SOLITUDE - Gabriel Garcia
Calloway County,
Kentucky
Marquez
July-10-17-24-C THE HOUSE ON THE STRAND
- Daphne du Maurier
INVITATION TO 13112. THE INHERITORS ---Harold
The Calloway County Board Robbins
of Education is asking for bids
Nonfiction
on the following items to be
used during the 1970-1971 EVERYTHING YOU HAVE
school year.
ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW
Gasoline
ABOUT SEX - David Reuben
Bus Insurance
MARY QUEEN OF scur3 Bus Tires
'
Antonia Fraser
Milk
THE SELLING
THE
Forms
and
specifications PRESIDENT 1S68
Bid
Joe
may be obtained at the board's McGinnis
office, 200 south 6th Street, UP THE ORGANIZATION Murray, Ky. All bids are to be Robert Townsend
in by 12:00 noon, August 3,
LOVE AND WILL - Rollo May
AMERICAN HERITAGE
DICTIONARY OF THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE William Morris editor-in-chief
THE GRAHAM KERR
COOKBOOK - Galloping
Gourmet
THE PETER PRINCIPLE Laurence J. Peter and Raymond
Hull
RUFFLES AND FLOURISHES
- Liz Carpenter
WELLINGTON - Elizabeth
Longford

BIG BEAUTIFUL HOME AT 1513 Kirkwood Drive. Has
all the extras. See this one.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK veneer on Ford Road. Two
story, three bedrooms, dining room, double garage, central heat and air.
SEE THIS FINE PLACE ON West Dogwood Drive. Three
bedrooms, two baths, family room, well landscaped lawn.
NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK veneer in East Y Manor. Central heat and air, large family aloft This is a
real pretty home on wooded lot,
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK veneer. Central hest and air,
family room, all built-ins, double carport and priced to
THREE BEDROOM, TWO fireplaces, family room. On
rtird,
lapperooded .iotat 1599 Sycamore,
THREE- BEDROOM BRICK veneer,
Robertson &heel:Atm-lemily-Toomendittlihen comb4pIt1011, -Ming -room, central heat and air.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK veneer on North 10th Street.
Central heat, family room, large living and dining room
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK veneer with full basement on
South 7th Street. Here Is a house well worth the price
Let us show you. -------------BE SURE TO SEE THIS beautiful four bedroom Colonial
style home on East Dogwood Drive.
IN SHERWOOD FOREST we have this extra nice three
bedroom brick veneer, central heat and air. Large wooded lawn.
NEW HOME IN BAGWELL MANOR. Three bedroom
brick veneer, central heat and air. Large family room.
POUR BEDROOM BRICK veneer on South 17th Street.
This hiuse has everything you could ask for in a fine
home. Call us and take a look.
ATTRACTIVE BRICK VENEER built by reputable builder. Three bedrooms, two baths, abundant wardrobe end
storage space, large living room with dining area. Extra
large garage Located in fine neighborhood near University.
TWO BEDROOM FRAME near University. All Knotty
pine interior. Priced right.
THREE BEDROOM FRAME ON South 8th Street across
the street from Murray High School. Nice place for the
PAM
THIRTY ACRES OF GOOD LAND with real nke brick
home. All modern, beautiful lawn. Jute 8 miles from
-Murray.
117 ACRES WITH GOOD HOUSE, three car garage.
ouse has central heat. Were IS I bargain. Ate 8 miles
northeast of Murray.
33 ACRES WITH GOOD HOUSE and„stock barn. Also
has modern farrowing hog barn. This place is 5 miles
southeast on 121 Highway.

214 N. 151

SERVICES OFFI

CARPENTRY: new tu
lug. For free estim
Hawley Bucy 492-812
p. m.

PROFESSIONAL Pal
tenor and exterior. II
Free estimates. Phone

KAMM
DRIVEIVAI

Centra
Paving

'EEL RETINA

753-41

LAWN MOWERS, ti
sew motor oft:wired.
gun put in good opei
dition and retinia
charges. Quick servi
anteed. H. S. Rober
Calloway, phone 753-

GENERAL PAINTIN
kir and interior. Frei
Phone 437-5581 or 4
WILL DO ironing in
Phone 753-3965.

HAULING
*wed Dirt and Wit
—past Service
Mane 7334I1

REAL ESTATE FO

WE HAVE SEVERAL NICE lake cottages and lots in all
areas of the lake
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR a building lot in town or"
country, see us. We have them at greatly reduced prices.
NOW IS THE TIME TO LIST your house for sale. We
need medium priced listings. Coil on and we will be
glad to come out and appraise your house at no cost to
you. You are under no obligation.
CALL

AR
_
Real Estate Agog e

-OF

rre

THE

a

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS
901 Sycamore - Plenty of Parking Space
Business-nom 133-7724 -.--44-em• Phone, Goy Sperm,
753-2557 - Louise Baker 733-2409 - Onyx Ray 7531919 .1- Prentice Dunn 753-5725

60 to

(base

Itc

Play America
for the
percentages.

MODELS
'

'+
Take stock in America
Be, U.& Swear Bomb

RSanI natty
RLOILILULf; * (.UPI4-T
280 residents of the island of
Niihau In the Ilawaiian chain
almost aft foitive
;peak the Hawaiian language
and still live much in the 01d
native stxle.

Satu
....ow. •

ARCTIC- ADVENTURE :-With his father, Prince Philip, looking
on, Prince Charles of Britain takes the
controls of a ciinadian kir Force Hercules plane Nubile flying
along the rim
of the Noithwest Passage to view'
oil, site-installations in
the Arctic The toval family is on a 10-day
visit

Jesse Spot
753-3616
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JULY CLEARANCE SALE::
ENTIRE STOCK

of LATEST STYLE SUITS and SPORT COATS - Large
Selection SHORTS, REGULAR, LONGS and EXTRA

LONGS. . .
REDUCED 35% or More!
ENTIRE STOCK OF FOLLOWING
ITEMS REDUCED
DRESS PANTS
40°A
WASH & WEAR PANTS
0%
vSNORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
KNIT SHIRTS
0%
WALK SHORTS
...481
_%
SWIM WEAR
SO%
"PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE"

TOE CORER SHOP
214 N. 15th

saitIncES

753-3242

..

OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

CARPEN'TRY: new or remodel- COMPLETE MOBILE HOME RI.
ing. For free estimates call PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile
Hawley Bucy 492-8120 after 5 Home Repairs all makes and
p. m.
Aug.-11-C models. Call day or night. Calvert City 396-7553. Long die
PROFESSIONAL Painting. In- tance call collect Fast eineterior and exterior. References. ient service at reasonable cost.
Free estimates. Phone 753-3465
TFC
July-1$C
SAWS FILED, lawn mowers end
small appliances repaired and
yard tools sharpened. 51.2 B..
South 12th Street. Phone 751{6067.
ITC
FLOOR SANDING and finishing, new and old floors, wort
guaranteed, 25 years experience.
John Taylor, Wing°, Kentucky,
Route 2, 42088; phone 376-2996.
August-7.0
POE RANT
FOUR-BEDROOM, two beth,
brick home, 1000 Sharpe Street
$115 m"-f' Ys.rty lease. Ap
ply at Ledger amid Times. ITC
LAWN MOWERS, tillers, any
ler motor repaired. Also your
gun put in good operating condition and refinished. Low
charges. Quick service. Guaranteed. H. S. Robertson, 1610
Calloway, phone 753-7863.
July-10.P

TWO-MONtOOM unfurnished
apartment, also one bedroom
furnished. Phone 753-5079.
July-10.0
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, airconditioned. Phone 489-3623.
July-10-C

NICE mobile home, private
GENERAL PAINTING, exteryard. $70.00 per month. Phone
ior and interior. Free estimate.
753-6393.
July-10-C
Phone 437-5581 or 437-6442.
July-I6-I' FURNISHED
bedroom, one
block from town. Private enWILL DO ironing in my home.
trance. Phone 753-5611.
1TP
Phone 753-3965.
July-11-C

HAULING
Gravel Dirt and White Reek
-Pad ServicePhase 7534105
0 MAU

TWO UNFURNISHED houses
In Harris Grove vicinity. No
running water. Phone 435-3353.
July-11-C
COTTAGE on Kentucky Lake.
2-bedroom, furnished, good
for year round living. Call
753-8399.
July-11-C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

a:

FOR SALE

NOTICE

WANTED: elderly lady to live
In. No invalids or children.
Part time. Phone 492-8370.
July-10-C
ANTED: baby sitter, five
days a week, for six weeks.
753-7320.
July-10-P
WANTED: Woman to live in
home with Lady and 12 year
old boy. Would be required to
do cooking and housework.
Phone 753-0752 or inquire at
300 Broad Street.
July-11-C

MOBILE
HOME Insurance.
Broad coverage, low Mel. Con
us before you boy. Galloway
Insurance & Real Estate At
ency Phone 753-5842, Mortal.
July-11-C
KY-

SOYBEAN SEED

Certified Wayne
Certified Kent
Registered Dare
Registered Hood
Solo Herbicide
ANTED
Carpenters. Phone
53-7850
..July-11-C
Inoculation
(We Pay Highest Cash
Price for Wheat
FOR SALM OR LEASE

HOUSE: near Robertson school,
walk to university, 3-bedroom,
1% baths, family room with
fireplace, laundry area, large
lot, five years old. Call 7537318.
July-14-C

Murray
Warehousing
Corp.
Old Concord Road
Phone 753-8221

POE SAL!

alOTICIP

CASH AND CARRY. New
CARD PARTY coming up? Rug
teapot Commerciet type hi look terrible. Blue Lustre will
dainty rubber back, $3.95 ao make them sparkle again. Rent
yd. BoavY shag, 13.96 sq. yd. a shampooer for only EAR at
Also in stock. Big bargain pUe Big IL
July-11-C
$149 M. yd. a.s $2..99 sq. yd.
for anything in pile while it 14,000 13TU air conditioner. ExLana. Peach's Discount Home, cellent working condition, $85.
Hazel, Kentucky 4924733. We Lot A-7, Mobile Home Village,
Murray.
:uly-10-C
will be open 4th of July.
FOR SALE OR RENT: House AIR - CONDITIONER, 12,000
trailer, 10' x 51', 71 model. BTU. Used three months. Phone
Phone 753-7856 or 7534231. E53-5179 after 5:00 p. m.
July-13-NC
August-l-C
TWO SCHOOL desk chairs, ba- EXTRA NICE A-1 Red Belly
by Iltroiler and baby walker. Ford tractor, plow, disc, cultivator, rotor sitower. Phone
Phone 7534773.
753-5109.
J-11-P
YAMAHA 250. Less than
IWO miles. Must sell. Phone PONY, bridle, saddle and harJuly-10-P ness. Phone 753-3629. July-11-C

GRAND OPENING . . •
Is scheduled this Saturday at The Dungeonl
The auction will start at 6:00 p.m. and last until 11:00
p.m. The Dungeon is located at the corner of 4th and
Olive Streets, Murray, Ky., Anyone having anything for
the Auction please contact Mr. Wayne Wilson, Auctioneer, at 753-3263 or Jim Heisler, Manager, at 753-9990.
We have on hand many bargains, including a Antique
Walnut Bedroom Suite, with more on the way..
Come early and browse around our Thrift Corner
... you will find good clothes ranging in price from 500

ro

• • ,e•
PRIZE:S.1E4 BE AWARDED TO:
• The oldest and youngest person.

THERMOFAX copying machine.
FACTORY BUILT 10 ft cab A-1 condition. Can be seen at
over truck camper. Sleeps four. Murray Supply or call 753-3361.
$675.00. Phone 753-7850. TFC
July-15-C

• The couple that has been married the longest and
shortest time.

• Drawing will be held every hour.
REFRIGERATOR, like new. 1969 MOBTLE HOME, furnishTable and chairs, television, ed or unfurnished. Fully air
- Make sure you stop by the concession stand and get
-1..edds and ends. 309 North 5th conditioned, take over Pa./j10C
you a number for these drawings!
NOM.
NOTICE
Street_
_•fitalz-11.71! meats. Trailer lot No. 22. -4
Hale's Trailer Court or call 753TWO SETS of Mag wheel cov8791.
July-11-P
ers. Phone 753-4516 after 6:00
WANTED TO RENT
AUTOS POE SAL'
p. m.
TFNC GUNS: Browning sweet 18, 26inch rib, improved cylinder bar- 1989 CHEVROLET Impala two WANT TO RENT, nice thrst
TWO GARRARD turn tables.
rel/. Lugar 44 Magnum car- door hardtop. Factory air end or four bedroom home, must4,
ROACHES
':'One Gibson amplifier. One girls
biro, Both like new. Phone power with green vinyl roof. be large with dining room ant
Carry Germs
bicycle. 1970 Maverick car.
435-4825 or 753-8756. July-13-NC 1968 Torino Fastback_ Cain and den. Phone Mr. Shinners, VanSPIDERS
1968 Fairlane 500 station wagGET RID Of
Are Poison
on with air. Phone 753-1497, af- P z 12' Rug with mat, cheap. Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of derbilt Chemical, 753-4171, 8:00
PESTS
5th and Main.
July-11-C a. m. till 4:00 p. m. July-1041
TinmiTss
ter 4:00 p. m.
July-10-C Phone 753-1964.
July-11-C
Eat Your Hoene
FOR RENT OR 344,4
SWISS-.SIX,- 80- --HP-.Johason 1954 VAI2ANT car; $208.03. 1966 ,cisysecti.477_ 1pur door
motor, trailer, top, cushions, 2 1954 Ford 1% ton truck, $150.-'sedan whit power steering, 1967 REGENT mobile base.
gas lamb_ end_ ski _StiliPment 00. 2-wheel trailer, $35.00. 4- brakes end air. Low mileage, 10z55, air conditioned. !stunk -included. Phone 435-4825 or wheel wagon, $40.00. Call 402- good car. Phoele -79:14616 after gas, price reduced for summer
6:00 p. m.
TTNC
753-8756.
July-13-NC 8603.
term. Phone 430-5862 or 7011.
July-11-P
1967
OLDS
98
Luxury
sedan 7770,
July-104
EIGHT TRACK tape player ste- TWO GUARANTEED 4 HIP usreo. Also Kenmore dryer. ed tillers, also one good refrig- with factory air and all power.
110000inoCe
Phone 753-7719.
July-1-C erator. Bilbrey's Car & Home Good tires. 1968 EICamino
AUTOS FOR sun
automatic, power steering and
11-"J•Ift-MO-PAD, very good condition. Supply, 210 East Math.
1 roof. Cain and Taylor
.
711*-Ire*nY
Prone 753-2295.
Gulf Station, Corner of 8th mid
July-10-P
Watch for
. Main.
July-11-C
17 WEANING PIGS. Phone 435BAG WORMS
NEW DATSUN
1969 JEEP, four wheel Mee,
4725 after 5:00 p. m. July-14C
HELP WANTED
low mileage, has two tops. Call
On Your
REGISTERED Angus bull, $300 EMPLOYED MAN. Repair type- ygg.mgo.
TFC
TRADE-INS
4 rears old. Take No. 119, turn writers part time. Training fur.
Shrubs!
toword Shamrock Resort. Turn Iiished Local interview. Write: 1966 BUICK Wildcat, four boor
left first gravel lane. July-10-P Regional Manager, Box 25,
Factoryhdtair and all 1969 DATSUN Pick-Up. Real
Glenshaw, Pa. 15116. Jul-T-1.,14Twer.
arckop 1966 Olds 98 four
nice buy $1.595.00.
-NINE 8-week bid weaning pigs
Local car with factory
dor.
July-1-C
Phoile 753-8966.
air and all power. Cain and 1969 DATSUN 2000 Sports
CIRCLE
Car. Red. 7.000 miles.
• Tykir Gulf Station. Corner of
GIRL'S 24" bicycle. LOoks like
July-11-C
. 6th and Main.
$2,595.00 ($3,295.00 new).
new. Phone 753-8151 or bee at
THIS AD
July10-C
117 South 15th St.
This can be the most unpor1967 CHEVROLET Impala Sport 1968 DATSUN Pick-Up. Two
tent advertis•mmu
yaw Sae
PAVEMENT ANT
Coupe, V-8, automatic, powee
BELL & HOWELL movie Cam••-because it may change your
to choose from. 11.395.
''bleak'
steering, air conditioning. 37.•
ec000.01C
picture
from
aro, projector. Two years old,
to “twogle"
for
gelling
Reason
toilet
doo
1967
DATSUN Pick-Up. Exlike new. Phone 753-7457 after
Operators who now run a route
going to Vietnam. See or cal]
ceptionally nice. $1,095.
July-10-C
8:30 p. m.
of U I I rending machines are
435-7335.
Cooper
Roger
growing from part-cline to lull
tinge
operations
with
Con'
quartJuly-14NC
1957 4-Door Sedan. Stick, air
SILVER half-dollars and
tirrancIng
• ers. Write Box 32-Y, Murray, 'mpany's
conditioner and radio.
As frttle as S500 to 52,500
door
four
CHRYSLER
1967
Kentucky. State price you will
Investment in a U I I route of
$995.00.
and
factory
air
hardtop
with
profit producing vending maJuly-10-F
pay.
POWDER POSIligitETLE
chines can grow to SI .000
power. 1967 Buick LaSabre four 1967 4-Door Wagon. Stick. raper mooth
door hardtop with factory air,
GOOD portable typewriter, redio. 67 h.p. One owner.
Time requirement is 6 to 10
power steering and brakes.
ady to sell. Also 2 used tennis
hours per week alone with a
$995.00.
Vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor
serric•able car No selling
rackets, cheap. Act Now. 753or solKiti64 Just give good
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th 1967 4-Door Wagon Stick. raJuly-14P
6737
service
July-11-C
and Main.
dio, 96 h.p. S S , air coaWrite at once vying ref.,--DEEP FREEZFjp.47500 _Upright
15t51 and Phane numb*, to
ct/taller. ;1,095.00
two
Bonneville
PONTIAC
1965
piano. Phone 753-8614 July-13-P
door hardtop, local car. Good
21" COLOR television, portable,
mechanically. 1965 Chevrolet 1966 DATSUN 1600 Sport Car.
•
Two to choose from.
with roll about stand, new cost,
convertible Cain and
Impala
•Swat'em...stomp'em...spray'em-and still the'ugh
$1,095.00.
$340.00. Must sell, only ;195.00.
Corner
of
Gulf
Station.
Taylor
Murray,
32-U,
EY•
Box
•
insects can be Jound in the cleanest households.
July-13-P
Phone 753-8391.
July-11-C
.14-1 6th and Main.
1968 OPEL 2-Door. $1,295.00.
Even
The
cracksAi
newestfuirnes
have
crevices
and
•
1966 TRIUMPH, 200 CC, extra
%-too
CHEVROLET
V-8,
1984
ai that can admit and conceal tod ticks, silverfish,:
WANTED:
nurses
aides
to
work
1965 VW. Red, radio. $795.00.
nice. 1964 Honda 305 Super
pick-up. Long wheel base, wide
roaches and all the other "ugh-PE-insects.
IP
Hog. Phone 492-81I4• after 6:00 In air conditioned building. Ex- bed. Heater, defroster, radio 1964 VW.
Red. radio. $695.00.
J-13-C perience not necessary. Will and air conditioner, $000.00.
p. m.
•
t
,Pee
*What can you do about it? cam ire
train._ Experience helpful if fe.
PR.ect
Phone 492-8452.
July-10NC 1963 VW. Blue, radio. $595.00.
14,000 BTU air conditioner. Ex iliar with caring for sick paeediacallY
Ak
for
awaad
yeass.
"4
condition,
$65
tients._
Phone
Meadowview
working
Recellent
Bonneville 1966 SIMCA 4-Door. Radio,
1965
PONTIAC
Wri20
Lot A-7, Mobile Home Village. "rement Home 345-2118, Farm- with factory air and all power,
25 been
1 owner, up to 35 miles
a daY*
achad
, Ky.
July-14-C with black vinyl roof. 1966
July-11-C
•
per gal. $495.00.
••••••••••••Phone 753-391
• Murray.
Ford F,airlane 500, two door
4•••••110
hardtop. Cain and Taylor Gulf 1965 FORD Galaxie LTD 4NOTICE
Station. Corner of 6th and
Door Hardtopr Power
Main.
July-11-C
steering, power brakes,
air conditioner, r a d 1 o.
1964 PLYMOUTH Fury, V-84 4-1
"Show room appea rdoor sedan. Real good car.
anee". ;1,095.00.
Phone 753-4516 after 5:00 p. m.
I7'NC
1964 FORD Galaxie 500 2-Dr.
1960 FORD Falcon, two door
Hardtop, 3-s peed col*edam six cylinder automatic.
umn. radio. $595.00.
1962 Buick station wagon. Air
power steering and 1964 CHRYSLER 300, 2-Door
brakes with rack on top. Cain
Hardtop. Real nice. Raand Taylor Gulf Station. Corndio, deluxe interior.
er of 6th and Main. July-11-C
$695.00.
•
1962 CHEVROLET, two door 1967 MERCURY Cougar GT.
hardtop, 283, stick. Black.
Mag wheels, Coney adPhone 753-3872 or 753-4529,
justable shocks, chrome
$200.00.
July-13-P
engine. "A hot one!"
1964 CHEVROLET Impala S. S.,
automatic,
2-door
hardtop
P10
,595
NTIA
M0.C Tempest 4Phone 753-8387.
July-13-C 1962 $
Door Wagon. Real good
transportation. Averages
'
Milt WANTED
25 miles per gal. $195.00.
t

x••••••••••••••••• r

i
•
•
•
•
•

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE?? ;
•
•
•
•
a

•
•

•

co:-bet Kelley's

Termite:
& Pest Control•

s

$80 a Month
(based on family income)
* Hardwood
* Baseboard Heat
* Fully Insulated
* 5 Yr. Termite Warranty
* Storm Windows & Doors
* --_Ceramic Tile Bath

MODELS ON CATALINA DRIVE
OPEN 2-6 p.m.

Every
Saturday 8 Sunday

For Information Call

••••• •

GET
---ATTENTION

di34

TWO TYPISTS WANTED

4io
,:-*kt•

LUSIVE B DISTRIBIITORS
1&
GULF STATION
2
Corner ofTAYLOR
8th
WE WILL

•

753-8958

-8

SAFT-BILT

Jesse Spencer or Mrs. Mobley
753-3616

• I

NOTA

•

Must be accurate and
'Irlittne-tee-werkre week, r_vat. a.part
or summer job. Approximately 35 hours per week.
Foil time position. Desire
typist who will remain for
some time. Apply at Ledger
July-11-NC
and Times.

1963 CHEVROLET Impala 4Doer. Automatic. 327 engine. $595.00.

Datsun
- Open III 1:00 p.m.
*Sycamore Street

-
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gust 11 on the paving program Louis, Mo., has submitted an
for the summer.
apparent low bid of $213,000
Bids were opened MA night for the installation of its
pro.
for paving areas in the new duct, Amtroturf.
"Goodbye Columbus" w a
By ARMY ARCHERD
Murthe
However, the plan hits
Poole Hill park and in
produced by young film maker
Central Press Associatiom
snagst
ray City Park. This includes a when Kentucky Finance Cons
Stanley Jaffe, lie is now the
Correspondent
basketball court in Poole Hill, a:is-Wooer Albert Christen YeNo. 1 man in charge of producHOLLYWOOD
- All Maction at Paramount. It's lucky
a large area in the old city toed the portion of the overall
Grew was never bothered by
1iere are Kentucky's pre- those nude scenes in "Goodbye
for Miss MacGraw. For she had
park, and repaving of tennis construction bid that specified
made film commitments with
synthetic turf. He claimed the liminary census figures by
courts in the old park.
olumbus" because she claimed
Jaffe at the time of making
& H Construction Com- total installation cost would run county. broken down into they were not "love scenes"
congresalonal dhdricts:
"Columbus," as well as with
but---"loving scenes." Thus the
as high as $400,000.
party won the work for a
Paramount.
is equally as proud of her secSat giant
of $1404.30. Only other bidder Furthermore, he said the
Before "Columbus" she had
ond film which is appropriately
five-year guarantee of the comwas Central Paving with a
been a fashion and photogratitled, "Love Story," the film
peny might leave authorities
127
.1970
of $1547.00.
4'•
It_
27.
pher's model. Despite her recent
ilIF version of the beat-seller by
The second reading was giv- paying off a bond issue long
success, Ali now continues with
Erich Segal.
,
1
en to an ordinance levying tax- after the field had been dis- CCfCCII:
UlatItia'triiwla
dtli;d1441Y. .......
3
i8
57...
acting lessons, by the way. "I
Hers is indeed a story that
Gramm
es for the year 1970. Tax rstei carded.
itentiersoe
35.329
never wanted to be a starlet,"-,K
i3it 1 sounds like something out of a
Hickman
year.
as
bast
Since the stir about the turf
are the game
4 711
'snovie script!
s she says.
This Cinderella
and its deletion from the cost.
Jerry Lee was promoted
It's not because of her fi- Z
film star not only can pick and
7
411
the position of Police Desk tract about a year ago, how.
nancial status- -and not because
choose any film role she wants,
1
el
5 106
ever, Montsanto has doubled Li/tacker,
sergeant.
of her marriage to Evans, but,
Masan
.
but can also pick and choose to
ell ri
258191111‘19:767°4
Councilman Alfred Lindsey the guarantee to 10 years on u2mModnaumi rondshnim
All says she only wants to do
turn them down.
27 791
pointed out that police are now the basis of its observation of Trigg
roles that are "real." And thus
10.761
All is married to Bob Evans,
11 364
$367
she chose "Love Story" bewearing the new summer playing fields which have been
15.517
11E? the handsome, young (and for.
12.765
14.244
cause it is not only one that is
merly very eligible) vice-presi"trooper style" hats. He also covered with the material as w•bster
Mal 451,003
437 135
different, but one that can idendent in charge of production for
said that a new policeman we- long as two or three years.
bid District
tify with any one.
Paramount pictures. And she is
uld be employed at Use next During the past year, 28 col- Anderson -------9.231
11.611
arriinr ririg.
• • •
27 676
21.303 a welcome change to the image
meeting.
leges and universities have Btisc
FARMINGTON CHEERLEADERS - The Farmington High
14.366
14 734
of the atudici- any studio. As is
AS the title auggests,25.002
"Love
15.726
kacheW Yeti joined the trend toward the Eigllitt
School chseeleadirs have- rscsatly returned from Crescendi
78 327
71 548
the wife of 20th's production
'Story.
'
is a love story about
National Cheerleader Association Camp at Lebanon Junction,
reported tat cathodic beat- new look of synthetic turf-in8.482
8 085
r
c
,,
°,71nwn
Zanuck
on
kissmarried
Richard
15.150
15.834
young people with parental
Ky. The camp was under thel direction of a stiff supplied by
ment and a leak survey is plan- eluding the Ohio Valley Con- Hancock
to ,Linda Harrison, the beautiful
A
problems, rejectiOns, refusals,
Lawrence Herkimer, "Mr. Chesdeader, USA" who Is head of
ned. He called on Superintend- ference rivals of Murray State, """:
tort
rr
Ii
co-star of "Bracken's World"
All MacGraw
and differences of generations.
iiMta
the National Lhe•rleaders Association. They were Instructed in
ent Wayne Damn who told the East Tennessee University and
TV series and "The Planet Of
116
0V;. II?
16.066
It also deals with happiness
yell leading, tumbling, chants, porn -porn routines,
Austin Peay State College. Secouncil that cathodk
functions.
The Apes".
knd--- health. And what could be
reeede
17.944
18.938
sportsmanship and pep rallys. The FHS cheerleaders competed
of the natural gas system is ven major league baseball :
11eailr,
sooe,
All has been at his side from
n
• • •
More basic?
its cheering competition each night and received outstanding or
- of
coast-to-coast premieres
needed to prevent rusting of parks are also equipped with
Unlike many films being
LAST YEAR, Evans escorted
tre:trr
' •
superior ribbons each night they competed. FHS cheerleaders
films in which she wasn't ingas lines where the pipe wrapmade today, this
not one of
455:4691
6° Miss MacGraw to the Hollypictured sun front row, left to right, Debbie Milk, Dana
which
he
films
in
Washingte•
volved,
but
1311
the
artificial
nicked.
have
been
ping might
sod.
Totals
466. if
421.344 wood premiere of -"Paint Your was more than casually inter- violence and external turmoil, .
Valerie Mangrum. Back row: Beverly Camp,Pat
Harris*
?
0
.
g
s
Advantages listed by Murray
By the planting of annodes in
but reverts to the good oldWagon," a beautiful black tie
efferson ....
ested.
Johnson,
Debbie Barnes. The* sponsor ..ls Hannah
stratetgic places, deoxidation State in its original effort to
fashioned kind of movie that
affair at the Hollywood CineParamount
from
Every
film
Grantham.
gain approvel for the turf inof rust spots is prevented.
used to be. callad-a_ "five-hand.rama Dome Theater. They were
iii41
photo by Joe Hayden
74 easily the most handsome cou- Is Borg resporunbtrity Whether kerchief film."
Doran also pointed out that clude:
EiilTlin
!ji
3.16
When
or
not!
wife
is
in
it
his
of,
In keeping with its memories
9.41111
ple there. I interviewed them
a leak survey is needed in or- -Fewer knee and ankle In. )Grantro.
313
°4
Barbra Streisand's film, "Oft A
for the premiere telecast ac- Clear Day", was sneak pre- of past great films, a co-star
der to prevent loss of gas and juries as a result of hanging i
N.
l ntr. • :: .........• • 12thsi
tivities and while Evans proud- viewed, Miss Streisand wasn't is Ray Milian& playing All's
also from • safety standpoint. cleats on rmtural sod.
Totpla_
..
613.727
17124
ca
father-in-law in a real change
ly told of the studio's upcom- on hand
The cathodic treatment will -Usability in any weather, sialtait144•
Tbrell ati°14111.
11sel
trint for the showing-but
of pace for Wand, playing as
Cows. Th. *Hyrum
ing program - including the Al, was----to
cost $125 per day plus $30 for including heavy rain.
the delight of the
19a• gm 611.1147.
he looks today - sans hair or
film "Love Story" to. star Miss
SU Distrld
-Considerable reduction in
_
fans. . _
Is anca
A tiaolrin ,
toupe.
12.741
14.
MacGraw, she shied- from talkmaintenance
costs
because
•
•
•
no
31
W
l
e :
Itiedazini)de
35.334
tA) ca:tUr
t aYstecn
This
ir For those who recall the
ing, she merely looked beauti12 604 14 32
Proximately $6,000 to $10,000. watering or mowing is needed !ger
7 704
11
2. 36
IRONICALLY. Miss M., a great Jewish wedding scene in
ful. When I asked about their
6.611
7335
The leak survey will oast -Availability ..for band prac- GC:ierni:orland
12 526
romance, both Westchester-born and Wellesley. "Goodbye Columbus," there is a
thh-budding
.
9975
is
$150 per day and will wet S. tice, ROTC drills, football pracblushed and avoided the ques- educated lass, played a wealthy distinct change of pace, too. in
35.596 - i11.1{4
4
tice
and
aicksrm
. r.-:=1:
other -functions.
-• 1.rn6
It.
bout $3.000.
tion 'with - the 'Usual uaood Jeiviith 'gift fn "Ceittitribiiir dd- -“Love story••=a wedding cere25.
-Use of the field for high 1.K4tan:utoriri:aliln .. • ,.- ... - - f63.547
913
starred with Richard Benjamin mony like few ever screened
friends" routine.
LenIll
_„
HOLLYWOOD
11
1
75
30
3
(U11)- breakfast in the mai P ro°111'
i
i
Z
.
7
Cc.uncilman ruck also61fied
'
school games in the Murrear
Tha youngsters -marry them----Next morning,- - both blue who is married to sotreair
343
13-dhe fakes IuneN
foe' council
WiteMepoo of-Ae piercing
jean-attired, they zipped down Prentiss. In "Love Story," she selves.
tend natural gas lilies out the wee
MMecCtcratlitery
171 797
screech and evil intentions on drealan8--mom Of wares the rynn Grove highway to the
All represents the new Hollyli-n,
The welded field planned for tO444""*to Palm Springs and were mar- playa a poor Italian-descent
n"
•
41 nr - .....
4 139
Sri
- the "H.R. Pufnstuf" kiddie tt,
ried. Ah, that's ahowbtz! Since lass, who has an affair, and wood -but in a way, she also
34.541
Wiswell Bond a distance of e- the new facility, according to
Warner Bros.- • personnel
9
-.
show is, in actuality, Billie
that time, both have been busy marries Ryan O'Neal who in reminds of the old. And she
?'1 °4
miles. Furgerson, is expected to cost
commissary. :tout one and eight
16 893
Have. ..1“; is no witch at all. IIPPearing
with their respective chores, real life is wed to actress Leigh may just be the one to bridge
e
about $40,000, including t h e Warne
These
approvprograms
13.911
were
14
1
.
700
That leaves only dinner. ed.
this movie generation gap!
and together at all possible Taylor-Young.
'Billie probably is the most
expense of the sprinkling try23 501
4/3141
beloved villainess on television. And. rather than prepare eit
343.105
?Weisman Jerry Jones submitelk Distr1c1
Inasmuch as she and Jack 'herself, Billie is fifteen ,to stop- ted a letter of resignration which
Additional investment also
18.035
111178
Wild are the only human beings ping at hamburger jointion the was accepted.
will be needed from year to 611°5raYutcrb".ken
,...
2
9
7.422
. in the imaginat;e Saturday eery ,home about 8 o'clock in
The Murray planning coin_ year kit its maintenance, he rciryaeritti
1i11:075
13
1
9 .374;191i
morning show, she is deluged the evening.
minion made two recommends_ pointed out, competing the up- Franklin
By UNITED PE.ESS INTERNATIONAL
29.nt
9
She and young Wild work eons to the council. One was keep of a sodded field to that 14°Haa.;:reson:61
by mail in childish scrawl re10.6591
"7"
aseujing her she is not as bad as all day together. but have little the denial of a request to , of artificial turf.
16 760
13 sa.
r
in common after working change from R4 to R2 an area
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. -Woundeo Vietnam veteran Eddie Moran,
she seems.
In addition to a 16,5004 e at
4312*
33
19482
157
111
4
0;4
5 67
15.715
The letters are particularly hours.
commenting on the amputation of his left foot
between South 15th and South football &Latham, the new Mur- irsateseer
15.226
13 461
"He's only 17. you know," 16th., just south of PoplareA ray facility also will include Nicholas •
heartwarming to Billie who is
9.677
NEW YORK (UPI)-Prices "I can't pay my bills with a bumper sticker saying "Americat la
single and childless. She lives Billie explains, "and it took me public bearing will be amsoute a nine-lene running track and Mill
7.630
1.13:
were firm at the opening on the Love It or Leave It."
with another girl in a five- three weeks just to understand ced later on changing this area'Sear levels of offices, claw
New York Stock Exchange
°h•lbrn
6a :for
:
room Hollywood apartment.
his English accent.to R3. R2 is snore restrictive. rooms, dressing and training slood
today. Trading was moderate. WASHINGTON -Son. Strom Thurmond, R.-S.C. describing those
1.41
.
.
surfaced
facilkies
parkand
For whatever reason. they
a
contrast
to
her
In
witch's
The Commission also grantMinutes after the opening the in the Justice Department who filed suit Thursday to desegregate
7114 11stiict
lath
. 9 041
II 11
have chosen to decorate their costume on the NBC half-hour, ed a request to change the area ing area for 1,200 cars.
UPI
marketwide indicator ad- Southern schools:
52163
quarters with cane and bamboo Billie is chic on her own time. between South 9th. and South It will house the University's reatt”t1
d
IS.U1
15 490
ded 0.33 per cent with 524 "Ultraliberal zealots who are holdovers from the Kennedy
Carter
20
81
19.495
furniture, stuffed pillows and She favors miniskirts. loafers, 11th. on the ewe end of Story ROTC progrm as well as the (won
6 11
5 721
issues traded. There were 244 and Johnson admiaLstrations seem to take pride in forcing their
10 395
10 393
light colors,
sandals and slacks. Saturday is from R2 to R3. This change major portioh of the physical Chewing
34 751
4166
advances and 133 declines. The schemes for social revolution on our school systems."
Grelinug
On entering the apartment her only free day for shopping. would permit the construction education and thletic depart- Johnson
Dow Jones ,industrial average
ments.
1IT
Lawrince
13li
19114
CARSON CITY, Nev. -Judge Tom Lee of Miami, Fla., after
one has the distinct feeling of
Sunday she usually takes her of four unit apartments,
moved up less than a poiet.
Lrre
6.400
7.420
Letorwr
22 340
30177
spending a night in the Nevada State Prison:
The Murray Kiwanis Club has
stumbling onto a clearing in the dog-half boxer, half great
In
the
mixed
motors,
teneral
Lewis
12:171
13.115
Mageffin
1 762
completed its area in the city
11
Dane-for long walks.
jungle.
Motors gained k4 to gee Ford "We are putting 18 and 20-year-olds in jail and making hardened
Monitors
4 276
Morgan
Her favorite hideawavs are park for small children. Tbt
9 It
The mood is enhanced le
10 056
slipped
to 4314. Chrysler was criminals out of them,"
Leading
24
173
cause
34
961
of
C
\le
cer WIlus
pictures of lions and cheetahs the beach and Lake Isabella, project was undertaken by the deaths
58 176
4111 214
unchanged
at 18%.
among
females is brelet Rowan
is 36.4
17 18,01
SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Sandy Matson, a San Francisco topless
on the walls. One senses Frank 140 miles away from the smog club as a service to the city. Cancer.
6.534
U.S. Steel was unchanged at
Totals
M.MS
444.821
Mayor
Ellis
noted
the
point. Buck might appear from the and congestion of Los Angeles.
3114. Bethlehem Steel picked up waitress, reacting to a state Alcoholic Beverage Controi ruling
requiring the girls to wear pasties:
Of necessity, Billie has been Mon growth of the city and
kitchen at any moment.
La to 23. Jones di Laughlin rose
"Pasties are gross."
More likely it would be spending most evenings alone county and pointed out that ed at Loch Lomond and Sun- relierding stop sign 2, going
wroag way on one way street The oils eased. Mobil surrenFrank than Billie Hayes. Shp__ with her roommate. Billie's many cities in the area lost set Drive.
Now You Know
Harold Brittain was named 1, no h
r's license 2, pub- dered ;it to 4442 and Occidental
loathes cooking and lirrdts her 'steady beau is workin in a population
It takes 20 to 30 gallons
By United Press International
s 6, improper re- Petroieuni was off % to 13%. - of water-foe eistswei.
_________.knowledge
PleY and
d end signs will be place as a permanent employee of lic
the Murray Sanitation System. gistration *1, disorderly conduct Texaco dipped % to 26 hi.
Duting the stretch in 1941
distinguishing the stove from ..Lecrea when he will return.
* 5*
It was In the theater, as
A Large hole at 7th. and 2, unnecessary noise 1, drinkwhen Joe DiMaggio set his
the refrigerator.
Dow and Allied Chemical
She is off to Warner Broe., Mammy Yokum in "Li1 Ab- tube. She flies around on a Main dug by South Central Bell ing in publics 3, no city auto moved up In their group, the
Texans paid $29.4 million record for hitting safely in 56
every morning for makeup at nee" that Billie came to the brobm impeding all -the other was discussed. It has been opett sticker 38, no state inspection former by %to 64 he the latter in beer taxes in fiscal 1969. consecutive
games,
the
for several days and efforts sticker keno privilege license
Yankees centerfielder batted
' 6:45. It takes a full hour and a notice a Hollywood producers. members of the cast.
•
by
ha
td
18.
impropwill
be
made
to
accident-s,
14
for
have
it
filled.
Sine/.
then
7
1,
she
has
leen
cat.408. During the same period
half to adorn her attractive face
Now they've gone and made
American Telephone picked
er parking.
Ted Williams batted .412.
with Witchiepoo's grotesque egorized as a character actress. • movie -of "H.R. Pufnstuf,"
,a to 43he Boeing Aircraft
up'
Yield
signs
will
be
placed
at
nose, chin and other outland- As Witchiepoo there is hardly allowing Billie
to give full the intersection of Richland
The number of public
added
to 14%. International
ish features. Generally she has a broader character role on the scope to her witchiness.
Telephone was hi higher to 34. school districts in the United
with Magnolia and Keeneland.
Although jungle, mal
up
Twenty-four per cent of
States dropped more than 50
Superintendent of the Mur- about 6(f per cent of Peru s
per cent in the past decade. California is classified as desray Water & Sewer System,
land, it holds-only 14 per cent
ert.
the United States declared
John Trotter reported that the
of the population.
war on Germany April 6, 1917.
installation of the sixteen inch
* * *
water line from 18th. to the
Johnny Robertson Road is complete. The base for the new
11;y0CIA1R8K1KIIN;11&
Myrtlewood grows only in
Texans paid $50.4 million in
standpipe on the Johnny Robeveragee, Oregon and the Holy Land
alcoholic
on
taxes
It is fact that efforts both South
bertson Road will be completed this week and erection of in floral 1969.
and North to curb black bondage
the new standpipe can begin.
seniors at both iihoou until
before the War of Independence were counterGPAC Pickup Truck. Long wheel bast. tied
1972 may graduateesethe school
Chief of Police James Brown
acted by royal officialdom.
-2- low mileage.
of their choice. After 1972
made the report on citations
Thomas Jefferson's bill in the Virginia assembly. 1769, to grant owners a right to emancipate
issued from June 25 through
Austria joined the United students will have no choice in
Ma CADILLAC Coupe .DeVilla. Genuine leather interior
raves was blocked; George III forbade the
which school they may MAL
July 8 as follows: DWI 8, reck- Nations Dec. 15, 1955..
"
governor to countenance such a measure. His
the superin tend en t said.
less driving 4. speeding 18, die
full' power and air conditioner.
majesty's' government was mindful of the
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Murray

We carried a story al
cathodic treatment of tht
gas system lines.

This is a weird proceis.

It works this way. The gs
wrapped to prevent an
from nicking the pipe in t
but it gets nicked
because the pipe is 1
difficult to handle.

Where the wrapping
through and the pipe is r
will start rusting like
pipe. That's where the
treatment comes in.

They plant some kind
near the gas line and Ins
the electricity in the
carries this metal to the
and does away with the
builds up the nicked an

The gas line itself is the
and the planted meta
annode. Just like electr
used to plate silverve
same process is used to
the gas line.
We asked Wayne Doran
process is called in
treatment and he says
electrolysis too.

By preventing rust fror
into the lines, gas losses
down and also the safety
greatly improved.

U the gas lines were not
then they would rust
entire length and go all
Our local gas system ha
been one of the best opt
this entire area. Jack B
an outstanding job and 1
doing equally as well.
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1;1 Province
House, lordly residence of Hutchinson an go•errior,
decorated with
gilded arms of
the king. I-•1
Dressing of him
from it life portrait and signature. Driven out
of Massarhusettit
In 1774, he took
refuge In

and was rewarder* -Weitrerevateet
peneion. tie never
returned- to 1/1b.
native reountel.

/41

potential effect of having a precedent for humanitarianism in Jamaica and the Bahamas, where
slavery was more contributory of Crown revenuer Back in 1766, a bill drawn to outlaw Importation of slaves into Massachusetts had met
effective opposition- from his majesty's lieutenant governor, Thomas Hutchinson.
That same year, in Massachusetts, Jenny
Slew, a mulatto, brought a momentona action.
She sued for her freedom and payment of damages by one John Whipple Jr. She charged he
"with force and arms" took her in 1762, "kept
her in servitude . . . without any legal right to
do so . . . and did her other injuries." Whipple
contended there was no Such person as Jenny
Slew, i.e., that she had no legateximtence, a
claim upheld in one court. A superior overruled
this, she was finally awarded 1E4 damages. The
decision prompted other Negroes to petition
that all be liberated and established as freemen
of Massachusetts.
The royal governor who opposed such action
in the legiafature was-Thomas Hutchinson, who
was simply moved up after the legislature
- fortwfd reciut of tor Tranris Bernard. wurtnermore, George 11r. ministry arranged for Hutch.t5-soualwa-4010-4-,-yes.r aslarefrom Crown revenues, instead of being dependent upon pay voted by colonial assemblies, and
thereby subject to financial pressure from recalcitrants

ogryfiglit e 1070. Clark Kinnaird Distributed by King gestures Syndicate
•s.
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1%6 CHEVROLET Be) Air 4-Door Sedan
:Power and air.
1965 OLDSMOBiLS F-85 Deluxe Sedan. One
owner local
car, low mileage.

I

1463 GMC Van. Qne owner local car. -C
lean as a whip."
1966 FORD Future Station Wagon. 6
-passenger, automatic, V-8.

,

'

t)

1963 PONTIAC.Catalina 4-Door Sedan.
Double power.
1963 PONTIAC 2-Door Hardtop.
Double power.
1%2 CORVAIR Monza
Coupe,
1959 OLDSMOBILE IS 4Door Sedan.

1951 GMC Pickup Truck.

All of the Above Are Local

ee.
• e a • .".avre

arsairess
.
4
reahd"" "4."

"le

Trade-Ina
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ASSORT PARK PILLAGE Black boters in the black section of Asbury Park, NJ., loft this
Icr like this, the inetfit'ftettire ripped away, windows broken It is one of many victims.
-

Apollo Col
About Mora

By AL ROSSITER
SPACE CENTER,
(UPI) -Apollo 14 con
Alan B. Shepard ei
concern Friday that c
and layoffs in the
program may cause low
among engineers and
cians preparing his in
for launch in -January.
The director of the
Spacecraft Center ann
Friday about 200 of the
4,270 employes probab
lose their jobs in the nea

*

it

Daybook of America

High standards in any
pay off.

Ell§:n PURDOM

_.__n_._Va.
•

_s

Kiwanis Club H
Meeting Thursi
Members of the Mur
wanis Club met Thursda
in the home of Mr. ar
Maurice Humphrey for
regular meeting.
For the program, Mr
phre,y reviewed the publ
"Community Action Gui
for Soil Erosion and Se
Control," by Powell, liVias
Bodwitch.
To survey the proble
book brought out that
ban development has r
to sufficient considers'
to the impact that such
is having on man's relat
with his natural envirc
This development has ea
serious imbalance betas
and water, the book as
three categories of land
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